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PREFACE 

The purpose of this thesis is'to explicate Mark 

Twain's The Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc in terms 

of modern, American, literary allegory and thereby demon

strate that this work, until'now dismissed by the critics as 

a poor exampte of Twain's art, is significant to his canon 

of fic,tion and to American literature, generally. Such a 

purpose necessitates the careful re-evaluation and redefini

tion of allegory as a modern literary genre, and the re

assessment of its role in early American literature and in 

Twain's major works. 

I sincerely acknowledge the scholarly criticism and. 

assistance of Dr. Gerrit W. Bleeker and Dr. Green D. Wyrick. 

Also, I wish to thank Mr. Robert L. Hampton, Director of the 

William Allen White Library, for his co-operation, and my 

husband, Darrell, for his patience and continual encourage-

mente 
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CHAPTER I 

AJ.'J INTRODUCTION 

The Personal Recollections of ~ of Arc has been 

consistently dismissed as one of Mark Twain's most dismal 

failures. His critics have labeled it "romantic" and senti

mental, representing the most maudlin expression on the 

part of its author. l But their opinions are based on a 

superficial reading of Joan of Arc that emphasizes only a 

simple, mono-dimensional interpretation. Twain, as an 

author, cannot be fully qomprehended in a simple way. A 

surface reading of any of his works can be deceptive-

Huckleberry Finn, read superficially, is a good "boy's book" 

with a less-than-great ending; Pudd'nhead Wilson is a fairly 

good detective story; Connecticut Yankee presents a unique 

fantasy with a somewhat overly violent finale. However, 

when read with critical awareness and perception, they pre

sent a complex pattern of images leading to deeper truth 

through carefully crafted structures. 

lRoger B. Salomon, "Escape from History: Mark Twain's 
Joan of Arc," Philological Quarterly, XL (January, 1961) 77; 
and Edward C. Wagenknecht, Mark Twain: The Man and His Work, 
p. 58. -- -- -- -- ---
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C. Merton Babcock uses a map of Paris, drawn by Twain, 

as a clue to unlocking the secrets of his fiction. 2 This 

map projects a nightmarish quality on the city of Paris by. 

including as landmarks only the Seine and some cryptically 

labeled divisions of the city--Notre Dame, L'Arc de Triomphe, 

the Louvre are all missing. 3 Further, to be read, the map 

must beheld up to a mirroi~ for it is written from right to 

left. 4 With these devices Twain succeeds in presenting his 

concept of the city of Paris as inverted, familiar yet 

unrecognizable, and strangely terrifying. S The same tech

nique is sometimes apparent in his fiction--appearances and 

. reality are not the same and the fictional elements are 

often instilled with symbolic significance. 6 This is especi

ally true of The Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc.' 

In this work Twain utilizes a mode of writing, allegory, 

which he has used, to varying degrees, in his earlier works 

but which he has never exploited to the extent that he did 

in Joan of Arc. This mode of writing is based on an estab

lished tradition in American fiction which, in turn, derives 

2C. Merton Babcock, "Mark Twain's Map of Paris,"
 
Texas Quarterly, VII (Autumn, 1964) 92.
 

3 .Loc. Clt.
 

4Loc. cit.
 

SIbid., p. 94.
 

6Ibid., p. 96.
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its basis from the long and honorable tradition of allegor

ical expression in Western Civilization. To better under

stand and appreciate Twain's Joan of Arc; it is essential to 

re-evaluate and redefine allegory for the modern reader and 

to demonstrate the existence of allegory in both American 

fiction and Twain's earlier works. 

This investigation into allegory, its American tradi

tion, and its presence as the controlling factor in Twain's 

Joan of Arc is based on the belief that, first, a work of 

literature, to be interpreted completely and exhaustively, 

must be considered from every significant critical view

point. It is not enough to define the limits of a work 

accordi.ng to a prevailing cri tical prejudice i a work must 

be approached honestly from every angle to arrive at its 

truth. 

Second, no one interpretation can endure as the inter

pretation. While I do not ~ccept the interpretation of Joan 

of Arc as a sentimental and romantic melodrama, I also do not 

propose that an allegorical reading will produce the final 

and definitive interpretation. Rather, I suggest that by 

applying a new definition of allegory to Joan of Arc and by 

illustrating that the work is based in an American allegori

cal tradition, the work will assume a new importance in the 

canon of Twain's fiction and in the body of American liter

ature. 
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Allegory, wi~hin the last century, has been considered 

a less-th~n-li~erary ~ode. ~v:uch of "chis current prejudice 

agains~ allegory ~ay be Gi~~~ished by a careful, critical 

look ~~ t~e ~is~cry o~ ~~12gcrical conception, its subsequent 

-, . ... 
2:·-:"'Jr 2 S S =- cr-~ i~'l .i.l-~e~.:..~~:.:.:.:(.: 1 ~~-:~ ~ new and more comprehensive 

~dii~i~ion of mo~ern li~erary allegory. 



C~ =~'~~i?~~'::= :~~ :: =: 

p.~.LSGO:\.Y : ,=l?..l\D:C~'=C:~<; I C'·::'~'~-2:2:!·~: I Z::.-~\;D CONS'l'RUCTIOi-J 

;'cl1e9'0:::-y fL~.C:s i '':S :':OO-c.s, ::-..ot 2S commonly supposed 

In t~e Dind of the Midd12 Ases, ~ut rather in the mind of 

:'::..n. 7 =t is in the v2ry natu:::-e of M2n, as 2 creature of 

t~e =~asin2tion, to use t~cug~t and language to represent 

in O ~ ~~~erl'al\"..~~e ~~3ateri21 ter=s ..I.. 
~~0
\""""llo..:- .............. • 8 Further, the
 

esseY',~ia=- concc?'': of "c.he dicno'cor::ly of Good and Evil and its 

~~gu~~~~V'2 Cx?~c~sion--what is light and happy meaning 

G~oC:; \ .. _:"~ is dark, deep, and miserable meaning Evil--are 

·_·-o,::.···~··_=·· 
__J_ 

0-'= V~Y"l'c1_C;. ...... c.",-,..l~""c··~ ....... -"-c:::'-J"- ~,,,,,,·,,cC'-~'~C'~ ........... ::;:::J. 9
 
\".,.. ...... "'-_~ _ o..J ~U..l.. ........... Q:.;
 

The early Gree~s gave this particular imaginative 
, ~ 

~2ndE~cy a ~a~e, alleso~y.~u Using their words, "allos" 

(other) and "agcria" (spea:<.::ing-), "c.hey formulated a speci fie 

term -.:.:.a i:'. whic:). eqL:c..-::ed 'the tangible wi th the intangible, 

t:-:.e -:~.'I'':'~: \'/-:.. ~~ the :".1YS -.:e-.::y, and the speakable wi th the 

:2~ ~. L2wis, ~~e All2gory of Leve, p. 44. 

v ~- _ .-,
 
. ---' '--'".. "-' -- ......
 

./ _ '::=:.. CJ_ -=.. 

- 'J .-_~~C- /.':"'-:1 =< 011i S, lTl1 e ~-:,<~ ~-:-}~e CC:1C ,-; _~_ ~_ . The Making of 
~:~ =- 1 ;,?: c:.. 0 :':,"-,' ":'.. 2:..... -J 
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"'1SDC>""-~'.~'" e 11\.,.0;,.1. ... C""-"-.I"\..Co.,i...J...... • Their culture, which named it, used allegory 

ex~~~c~ L~ai~ r~1~-io~ ~r~ L~-~l·t:.·ional hl'ctory 12to .. ;.....1 .... 1.:::_0 l,..~ .. c ................. e-'-..L~ ...... ...... c ...... u I..- .... c..u J. '-' •
oJ>

:Sz.:.c.:.er, ,c.he ROl-:L3.:r.S Vi2r2 "co use c:.llego::::y and to narrow 

~~d re~ine its definitio~ even further. Quintillian criti 

cc..lly c.efined ....... '- &3 SO~2~~~ng wnose ffieanlng goes beyond the
 

\h:':~ -~-:.e::. \/0":: ..<.:., c.. ... _\..- I ci "(:i:-.g Ll.e II real persons" in Virgi l' s 

'..:.en'c>. =~coj"ogl.:e 2S eVic.en'c:2, made a c.istinction between "his

-c.oricc..:'... .. allegory anc:. oUle::::- kinds. 13 Quintillian also 

::::-efined the terrns II syrnbol" c:.nd "enigma"_-a symbol being a 

sign whose meaning wc:.s fixed in either literary or theologi

, . 14cal tradi~ion, &~C &~"1 e~:ig-r~:=.. De:..:-.;.g an obscure allegory. 

With these terms c~::cefu:'...j"y c.efined, the Roman artists and 

critics were then c:.ble to inc::::-ec:.se the classical tradition 

through ~~eir own literature and criticism. 

The clc:.ssicc:.l concept of allegory was rejected by 

the ea::::-ly Church fathers who sUDs"ci tuted for it their own 

- 1 . 1 .. , . - ., d' 1 15 h' 
a~ egorlca pnl~OSO?ny and me~no , t:.ypo ogy. By t.lS 

:-:lc::thod, they were able "co explain and justify certain 

"C:hrist.ic;,n" ideas and personaIi ties of pre-Christian origin 

........ .o
-- ..... ~'"' r ........ ~._
 

.J......J ......,.' "-- • O"""'- __ l- • 

::"2.,. ~~ 
~JV"-' • c~~ .:=. . 

:3Don CC-r:.2::con Al::"e:l., ~~vsterim.:.slv Ne2nt: The Re
T)c , ...• co - A'-'-:C ~i ~-. t +-' -.- th,..,Lc>··c.:'scoverv of: ~,-,-cc.n ",na __ ,LuL-",rpre a~lon In .e,--,C)O~_Ca.L---_.- -- 
? .. viii. 

l(:scc. 

15:::'0C . 
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as pre-figures 0:: Ii "c.y}?es II of Christ .16 From this idea came 

their concept of the fo~~ levels of meaning--literal, moral, 

allegorica~: a~c ~~~sos~cal with which they explicated both 

+-h e nl'b· 'c' -:._- ~.-.._._ ..,,"'1 "1~~-r~·,._L-:~,_" n"'o-n ll'+-erature 17 But 
L..1..L ~...... -'- '-- ............... \....... ....... '-- ....... '-; c.................. ,-" ... J. ...... .:) '- ..... G... ... l. s. a. ~ ~ \- • .
 

d~e to the ~_~~~~S2 o~ s c ::... C) =- c:r s :-.. :- ">::; in the Middle Ages and the 

extre~e value ass~s~eQ ~o a~y ex~sting literature--pagan 

~::--"cluc.2c.--c=-ass~c;;,=- allego:.:ical philosophy was rediscovered 

2:..:-:'0 in':::'egra'c.2G. ilY~O the p::evailing Christian typological and 

'='-"-~--eve-l-'- Ci.;...J.... ........ ....... 18 ~his synthesis
..-uu........... "''''Dro''c'" of allegorical concepts 

is ~nc.e::standable since theological systems represent only 

o:--..e ..... V..L.l.d o ~ 1:12..::1 I S concept of his destiny; art, science, psy

~ " 1 ., " -r ~ .- '--, -, 1 ~ 1- "" --:0 .L '" CO> -r 19.,-,."o-oSJ, lh,• ..L ~O:::;OPHY ere 0 ~.. c:;~ S • Therefore, as thec.. •• '-_ 

~edieval allego:.:ist discove::ed, the Christian concept of 

typology ano. system of the four levels of meaning were unique 

only as ~Q2c=-os~cal phases in t~e development of the total 

l 
-- . - . -~O~l 20conccvl.-a~~ u .............. ~--c"::J ............
 

~~_2~O:.:y was, then, a lite::a:.:y mode which presented
 

c;. su~=ac,-, 0:': =-i~~:.:~l mea~~ng and ~ac within it a secondary
 

'-"~ ...... ""'QD"Y"oach"'se"""ed~ eval_16"-''---'''-\/...Jv_I...../L,. ..... _ 3-·th''''''''7"''~-~:e.: ... U.J,..'-" .. ~ll \.... ._:...... __ ......._,e-"1 ........ ..L.. to __"__.L
 

~itE::rc..tu::C:, ? G(. - 

17~ol=:. c.i-::. 

18C. S. Lewis, Critical S~~dies in Medieval and
 
Re~aissa~ce Litera~ure, p. (5. - 

::"S~~o::--;iS , 0:) • cit., 9. 182. 

2 :J 7'•• Blou,r" "'='he .cc::"lego~ical Principle," 
2:-:g:2-is:---:. __ ~ -~'- -, ~istory, XVII: ; September , 1951), 163-190. 
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v:'-'" 2..0s -::.:: ;::c~(:. ~'-..~, 2 ~~ -:-~.::._ ~-_ ~" \.r.=-.... -':-:-.. c.\2fini t.2 ~o~alistic significance. 

?'::OIY', this co~-:C-::::-)'':: ':',~0.32 '-=.:~2 nC..'-co:-:-.:i":"on assumption that alle

sory presupp052S ~ co~scic~s e~~crt on the behalf of the 

~~t.hor. 21 By ::"ncor?o~c..Cc.::"ns -the clc:..ssical concept of symbols 

with the ?revc:..len~ C~t.holic s~c~ament.alism, the Medieval 

~::"lesor'::"s-::::. found syrc-.::'clisr:'1 'e.o be a mode of. thought and alle

c~s ~x~~-ccc_- 22c"orv ;:0 ,..:;e __ '- C .:.,............. t::::..:.io....J-.v ... l • H'::"s allego~y, using symbols

.-' ~ 

~~ t~e S~~2 W&y nou~s use adjectives, opened wide potential 

-or -~~cs~~~ ~~v~lo~m·en~ 23.... _ c:.. ....... '- __ L. ...... I..- "'-'i. C __ ..L. '..,.J.. ... '-.
 

~- :-.. .:J~~~-..: -c.~: 2 e::-~d of eleventh century, the concept ofl.- ... ..I.C 

~~e =d2~l Wo~an, inspire~ by the Cul~ of the Virgin, was 
, • _ r J ~ 

":-\.--.aed ~_ "'lle-'o~'l_~.-~c ,C~_~~,r:"'·vcc·: ~ ~ "'-"" Allegorized, this Woman, who 

~nsplr~~ ~~es~s and filled heroes with raptures of love, 

:::..SSl::......2c:..:.:-le rO_23 of cr2<l--=.ive fc~ce &::.d psychological

:":/7""".hO;-:C'"' 0,":""'- 25 r,,1--,,~ "''' C\/·r.L';..""sl·zl'ng Chrl'stl'an and--' .... u......J .-...... -.-..1. v-..... .... _'-- '-.. _1.i.'-'t.:::J J J....J,2 o-i ........ l.- .... l"-

classical CC~C2?~S of allegory and en~iching his heritage 

or syIY'bolic thought with liturgic~l sacramentalism and the 

veneration of Woman, the Medieval allegorist created a 

2 ::. ~ ::J i c:.., p. 187. 

'J-"'~. 7:" '.• "1"1 _. .c T - .18 
- - _~c.', ~ ~, ~'~~, _e '1 ory £.:::. DOVe, p. . . 

~ ~ ;~:~e:l, o~J • cit. J. 18.
 

2 L1Honig I 0'0. ci t. , 9? 31-33.
 

25=:bic... /. 35.
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suit~b:e method fo~ the exoression of temDoral and sempiter-
L ~ 

~ r 

nal tru~hs.~0 

~he ~~~_~~3~~ca ca~~e~sed the Medieval concept of 

27
=ou~-~old 2e~~ins into one ~ep~esentative, symbolic level. 

=~ this period, the ?ract~cal va~ue of allegory was empha
,........)
 

size;::' aver i ts aes';:'~-.2·.:.ic vc..~ue. ~o T:'1is two-level nature of 

allesory is echoed in Boccaccio's definition of the poet as 

O:'le \\':-.0 "veils trutc. in a f~ir and fi tting garment of fic

-;::.ion.,,29 The only two facets of allegory co~~only recognized 

~~ th2 Re~aissance \vere ~ts basic truth and its overt fiction. 

~he writers of the Renaissance, operating in an age of prac

ticality, had difficulty creating and sustaining their alle

gories in the prevai ling a t:::..osphere of obj ectivi ty, realism, 

a~d ~&t2r~alism.30 

~rLe to their pragmatic, Renaissance natures, the 

==-izabc::.:.:-.a~-.s, like their Continen~.:.al contemporaries, empha

~~ze~ -;::.h0 ~~~c..ctic side of allegory over the artistic side. 

3~ense~'~ ?aerie Queene illustrates the difficulty of 

26;:)10n.,."" n-" 
~ _ I ci t., p. 165.... a _~_'_-'. 

27~oc. ........ -'- \...0 •
 

2 8I-,oc. C:i.. L.. 

r' ..... ' 

.:. '?:':ic:-:ael Mu~rL~, 'J:'ne: Veil of Allegory: Some Notes 
,....,r~ -, _.c, ' C','_ r, -'-'u ,= i\' 1 ~ -:-::-,- ~~h z--. . t' E--.-',-. h
c.,-.ulv.~":,, ~: _.,~o_ , 9 ,-'\..:..eL.OrlC In he ng_~s.--_.,-~gor..Lca...L 

~2~~~ss~:.ce, ? 67 . 

.3 0::--= '-. /'" -"~, ....... or,
 
......J ..... Uv •• ~1 \.......I ,J.
 cit. I ? 190 . 
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sustai~ins ~~ a~lcsory in a culture which placed little 

''''''''''pl-,~.L.l.c...~.. ,.:.-. u...... '-""" ,-'-co C'·.---C.~---:V'",-~~J -J G\.... "·~"-""osDectl·vc.c; • 31\....,. ... ~l _..:.J '- ...... c "-' C\,.- '-...... 'Co "'no" ......... ..L..:..
 

:n the eighteenth century, ~~lesorical method and 

theory broke into two prevailing modes of usage. The first, 

s .. .,,....,1.-,,as practiced by .................... Neo-Classical poets as Dryden, Pope, 

Waller, and Granville, re-emphasized the aesthetic view of 

allegory, and their sYIT~ols, orten drawn from classical 

:~yt~, assumed meanings i~~~ediately understandable by the 

':!")
• . .j.. ': 1 . .j..lnl...2..L ..... lgeni.- reader.-'- The second mode of usage, utilized 

by Defoe and Swift, emphasized allegory as a method of sub

terf~ge whereby dangerous or incendiary political and social 

views could be disguised. 3> 
~ 

By the nineteenth century, in England, the use of 

allegory was diminishing, due largely to the critical efforts 

of Rus~in, MacCaulay, and Coleridge. 34 The force with which 

allegory was deno~nced was such that even those who were 

~rac~icing it vehemently denied doing so.35 Of those critics 

\Jho wrote against allegory, Coleridge is the most signifi 

cant; he is ~h2 source for the modern opposition to allegory, 

'.j..31:b:.-._,. I 'Q. 169, and Honig, ODe ClL.., p. 87. 

32p... 11.E..:l, G'') • ci J.:.. ~ . 311. 

3 331oorn, GD. ci t. , p. 177.
 

~ to ~~-, ., 
I 

87

~)...) .......

-; 
Q 

1 •
• ?..J...
 

j:::'Loc. cit,.
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primarily through ~is definition of Symbol and Allegory.36 

In his 6iscussio~ o~ ~~e two he w~ites: 

'1':'12 SYL'~)O:"'iC2::" c~.~-:_O:'i pe~~c:-::::<.; / be better defined 
in disti~cti0~ ~~o~ ~~2 A:"':"'egorical, than that it 
is always :_::'.3c;::"~ (;;. :-:-~~-..: 0:;': "c:hc:-c, of the whole of 
vll-lich i-c: ~ __; ~--__::,~esc::_-c:c:..c:-ve . . . Of most importance 
to ou~ ?rC;s2~t subject is ~~is point, that the lat
~2r l~~2 c:..ilego~y) c2~not ~e other than spoken 
cO:'lsciouslYi --\'ll18rc.:..s i::1 the former (the symbol) it 
is very possible that the general truth may be uncon
sciously in the w~iter's mind during the construction 
of the sy"JJol ; c:~-"c. i -::. p~oves i'csel£ by being produced 
()"8.-t- of his own E,i~,-c. The advantage of symbolic0 • • 

w~iting' over alleso~y is, that it presumes no dis
ju~ction of faculties, but simple predominance. 37 

This Ge~inition, taken too literally or misapplied, led to 

the develo?ment of a pedantic distinction between symbol 

and allegory ,(~~cviously the two had been considered two 

aspects of the same thing). Basically, it was a semantic 

~uibble encompassing, a~ most, the variations between 

synedoche .:..r.d metonymy. 38 

~he very language which Coleridge used illustrates 

a funda:.:e::,-cal cO\lbt about tl1e distinction he attempted to 

~-,-,2ke . Suc::-~ 2::';:;ig-uous phrases as "perhaps ," "ve,ry possible ," 

';:::lay be," ana 'i presumes" confuse the reader, and it 1 s 

necessary for Coleridge to illustrate how one trope or the 

~0~c~ig, o~. cit. I p. 44. 

"", ....1 

__ 0 
~ / r' ~aysor, (ed.), Miscellaneous Criticisms of 

Samuel r..;..' C.:. "',r , Co~cridge, p. 30. 

3 S--:~~,..--,...,·; l' ...... v ..... .J...s I 
0, 
... j'Q. 

.; t 
~. I 

r-
L....J. 

L: ,r;to. 

39Ib:"c:. I ~? 4. 7. 
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--~~r r-o~o~~~~~es ~~ a ~~o'~nce~ wo~k 39....................... ~ .............. \...<.. ... ~ .. __ J..l.c:... '- ~ _..... . 1..)..... .......v ... .::; .-. (What Coleridge'sv \...4. 

~~fi~i~~o~ ~oes do, however, is explain his belief in organic 

=orm, ~&~~2~ ~h&n prese~~ &ny workable philosophy of either 

. ~l~~ory o~ cy·mD10' 40,............. e"::J ..... l~ ... • ) ~h2 primary reason for Coleridge's
.....J 

.L.. ..,- _~

~reoccupation with \- ...... -:::;; ~~st~nc~ion between allegory and 

~ymbol ~ies in his t~eory of criticism and the imagination-

a theo~y which, rejecti~s t~e Medieval concept of man and 

art, forced him t6 define and propagandize a new concept 

based on True Mar:, not Tr~e Religion. 41 Coleridge, then, 

assumes a philosophical split between the language of the 

mind and the language of nature and reconciles this split, 

not with dogma (the solution of the early Church fathers 

when faced with the same split), but with a rationale based 

on a creative inagination--thus necessitating a turn against 

traditional a:legory in favor of sy~~01ism.42 

~~e ?~iDarily to Coleridge's defense of symbol, which 

~ade a __ c~c~~! into a sort of devalued metaphor-making, the 

~cae~n ~c~~~~ 1S suspicio~s of ~he entire concept of alle

.-- ," -, 
sc~y. -.(..) ;'.~legory is &S :-:~i strusted as "Sunday-school religion, 

29i-~'-'iQ=1 "'1"-
~., j;!- (7. 

40 Loc . c:- ~. 

41I~cc. -........._ l.-.
 

\..,,~ 
42 Loc . ".'" -'-'. 

4J-~· . -) 
.. I -~ .. ~ . 
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, "while syIubol, 2.. t D8S.'~ a:rrlDlg~...:..Ol:.S 1 is universally accepted,-
, F. 

Du~h ""1- 2 '~';C~"'Y~ ,--",-1--,sm:-·~-;c-- """.~ ITI'·-·';s nreJ"udice is an.~ I..-- ~ .I. -' ~~ c u L.. ~. J,.J..I...... 1 

ex?ress:::'o~-:. 0::' '~_',2 c:.:::'ss&tisf-:;..c'cion \-li t.h the traditional con

C2pt 0= ~_...... ~so~y: ~hat i~, as ar~, s~o~ld not have any 

relat.ic~3~ip to beliefs, ~~t. be a~ a~~onomous product of the 

l"'''-O-';'~--'-"o'-............ I.-. __ ... ~. i~5 Woi'~ ........ ,"sS',,,,,oC4 ':-"-&'-... ..l. L. -,ccCC>00'·-y..... subordl"nates every.r.l.U...J ...... u ... ~~c \-oo Ci. .......... c.J
 

~~ing to a prescribed pattern; that i~ is, briefly, a 

counterfeit 0= literary vall1es. 46 This animus against alle

gory lS propasated by the artist who rejects any view which 

a. ..... ';n -~e~e~~~~l'ned mor- 1~'OUlc.~-"--~~V __ ..:!.J..~'-"":; ~!~.. ..:. ...... ~ -,~~'-.J.. c-'~'l... J.1. ..... 7 ..... 0:.....:. '-c ..... .1. .. ~ ""l 0....... scheme.I. • 47 It
 

2.S also s~??or~ed by the critic who declines to allow a 

conti~~o~s allegory t.o deter~ine the course which his criti-

Clsm will follow and, in so doing, restrict his freedom. 48 

Allegory, then, as both philosophy and method, pre

vailee in t~e li~erary heritage of Western culture until, 

';:;'1 the nine·-:..e~::-.-t:.~~l ce::ltL:..ry, it v1as reduced by definition to 

~he place 0= ~ 3eco~c-rate, unimaginative mechanical formula. 

~ 

L..., ~..: =: ;') ~_ c~. I "tJ. -. u • 

,-. - ..,..(, 5=-.oc. 

t.6-:-- c --. --~. ·-C·---. ~ F C ~ ,",' '" Li ht Y'\d rn' D ~k P 4••-<'~L:. '- ~."--~ '-""~ 0S.i.e, ~n<:: _g ~ ~~, . • 

7 _",~4 :-Io~lig, ~. cit.. ,T? 51.
 

48Korth:co::J :-':::ye, The Anato::"y of Criticism, p. 90.
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But the allegorical tendency had not then, nor has it now, 

- 49 ceasec.. 

To allay the cri~icism of his art, the allegorist has 

sought othe~ literary forms which co~ld provide a vital sym

bolic s·c:.~t:.c-c.·,..- and cO:'T'L.:nunicate L-:. terms of...::... e contemporary 

reali-c:.y. 50 ~':o~e rec:.si;:;="e "cha::1 the search for new forms, 

howeve~, is ~he solutio~ o~~e~ed ~y a new and more valid 

~2fi~ition c~ al~ego~y. A £alse theory of realism, a mis

conception o~ the t~ue na~ure of allegory, and a tendency 

~o 8valuate al~ego~y in p~agmatic rather than aesthetic 

. " - - ~. , . t' h 51<:errrlS are t:-:2 cr~tlcal legacy or tne -cwen let century. 

~he necessary new definition must transcend this legacy and 

~rovide a c~itical criteria for allegorical identification 

and construction, and a general theory of the nature of 

allego~y. 

Considered ~ost broadly, allegory is created by many 

differen~ writers, utilizing all the known literary forms. 52 

However, o~e characteristic is necessary--fiction and 

'(9::' n ·C>"C--"·-~C'. o~ ~~·_,--c··~:F'O""""'~-y a'legory ill"'! ~e ~ound in~~.J.. c;X.. ", .. _ ••.,~J_'-" .L. '-v_ .... l-~ .... :....J .... c.:......... ...... ~ _1.1""'""'-. 1... ..
 

E. Cu.--::.-.-~i::-:-'0S; ::;02"'1 "7hree v];c:;al-::hy Sisters, II explicated in 
'::'_. t--v· .".", ~~'''''-~r,;:;'- .:...~ Y)':'" 1;- ~ T:' d 'A- t N. ....,e _.. :::::.:..: 1.,. ~J.. Vl.cUC ~-"-o .. ,-0 ~ .c orm an _r_, orman 
::~ied::"~a -. &:-.a C~'la:cles A. MacLaughlin (eds.), pp. 98-99. 

"+~ v=~onig , 0"':). elL-., p. 91. 

~'':'''3100:-:1, CD. ci -c. , p. 173. 

,....";-t52Honig, ODe D. 93........ ~ 1..-. 1
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"'"le~-"-~-' ---,--.-- --- -C-~,J.l~-"'~--o"s 53 'T''---o'l must together createG...L Sv .... .:. ""~''-'''~ ~ .-;.......:. ":' __ "'~~ ...... 1"...G. ...... c L.... ..... ... lC.......i.~,	 ,
 

an	 in~esra~e0 vision of reulity which must be sustained with

t.;-.:.2 wo-A,.. 54in ~ n .• The sl:.bjeC"~ is eith2r sacred to belief or 

revered in the i~aginationl the text is provided by the 

world, und u~legory establishes the connection. 55 This cre

ative nature of allegory requires the double purpose of 

...... - _. 1	 i --, ,...... """" .,,... "::> ~- - .: -~- ~ _" ni - 1.. ':' ~.-, • ,.:=::. --. " r.::l.; 5 6 
_,~c..,<~._';:, Go _,,:;<,,_-",- ....y ana ",.C<_'':'l.g l t IT.e:co.n some:th~ng. In fixing 

and re1a~ing fic~ional identities, allegory provides a new 

c.imensio~;.I convertina the co:r.unonp- lace into purposeful forms. 57 
~	 ~-

The danger in this creative nature is that it tends to become 

prescriptive and leads to an impersonal,~aive, personifica

tion allegory.58 (The opposite extreme, programmatic 

realism, is equally as drained of reality.) 59 

Allegory, then, presupposes an integral and creative 

nature. It also requires the establishment of a fictional 

world of reality which both is and means. In order to 

achieve ~~is precarious balance and to maintain its creative 

.:J':) _____ ""-..J0.r-..,..... 

54Loc . \.... -:.... '- .
 
55Ibic.. ,J. 113.
 

56n'i ai ""' 180
..L...~....J~ -/ tJ. • 

57Loc . cit.
 

58Ibid., p. 180.
 

~~Loc. cit.
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1 r
~O 

~ ~ 

ir.l.<::.es·::-~ty " ~llc~'c~y c:.2:!2~:C.S O~ s~b-u~i~s which are of a like 

eSS2~CO ~~~ ~~t~~2. 7he su~-u~i~s of allegory are, and have 

"~ . . . -; . 
~2el~. ~ __ ~_ ..... ....; \....:~.:..~:. ::'=-..l.._lc..~'1, S\!:·~~..;)o..Ls. Although the controversy 

ove~ _~_~jc~ a~~ ~~lego~y =83~~~~C~ ma:..;:ing t,hem separate 

a~Q c2ci~edly u~e~ual, ~~2 ~eali~y of ~heir essential natures 

~~mands ~~a~ ~~ey ~e recos~ized for what they are: two ver

":0''"'0 o'~ "'~':. c,,:"'·''''' -'-;"'ina ~ "-,,; '~':=-::.r':·"c' Y'-r~"""'-'~l"y l'n degree 60...... ..- ... .l~ .... '- ...... __ a."J ............. l~C L. ............... oJ I V~ __ ..I-J-I,.;,:; ....... 1 .... ;.; 1:..1 .......~Cl_..l-... •
 

'·-c~ o_~_ =o~.~ c""-"-"'y rn"'iCC:C "i'r""O'~'7 o-F ~.~ tr:o.·~...,t"'''e Re"'e T.Tellek.J.......... '- .... \.-.............. '-' ...... u..L.:. I ~ __ t:~ _.1. ... '- -'-) ~ L...L v ...... a \......... 1 "',1. VII
 

IIc..::"Ci .?:~3t..:..~ ~·'Ja~r2~1 defi~1e sy~-:~bo: as: an object which 

: ela'tas 0':0 a::.ocher obj ect. but which c.emanc.s attention also 
,.." ";,,(;,-'

l~ l~S cw~ ris~t ~he sy~bol must have an integrity 

0= l~S ow~ as well as relate to something else, just as an 

c...llc::sory r:,ust h2.ve fic:':io:"'.2J.l in'cegri ty and encompass a 

='urtl-'.l.er rr'~ear:ing. '(,;:-:.e::;. <::-.::"s sy:.Gol is given motion, whether 

i~ T::"~e, S?2.ce, 0: ~ ?syc~ologic~l ~imension, the result is 

..J ~at~2~ ~ha~ c.ivide n2.rrative artists into symc.:"'lecorv 6 2 
....i... 

bolis::s a:r~C: all200risc,:s, i i:: is :',',ore important to focus on 

tt.e sy~~c~~c ~~d ~~legorical r2~ationships and their total-

i'':''y of ::·.. 2C-..~-.:'-:~:; z:.s r2?r2se~::ed by each individual author and 

-.,-.-_ V-J:'... .:... s c....1- '-- ... 

602\':ur=::e:.'l ~~S'2-":: / .~ 2:ceati \Te Cri ticis:Tl: A Broader View 
c..' - ':.:=)= ~... llegc~y I H ~-" \...-::. . _,~; I~<:;v=,,:.:'>!, LV:II (January, 1958) D. 47. 

r " 
O.i.:-:':::G-:~;' ~:-'c~- _~ I 0";:;. c:_::.. p. 218. 

62?.. I:cr.. , c ~L J.= • , . vii.~ 

c .....·\ ~'1,......" l ,r),-~6 3Ro~ 2 :c'c. a::;.d Robert Kellogg, Tne N2"C.L:re c=~'- ... ..;.V~C~ 

_'~a~r&tiv2, p~. lC5-1~7. 
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c~:ld ::r.2 ...... ~,..,... ~:lS- .. G~:" _. S ~l~~~""~ 0 =- ~ .:: ... 2S of the literal dimen,',' ~ "", 
~ - ......... C\12-;:~':'O::


s~o~ ~2~ ~~rther to evoke _~ ~~2 reader a recognition that 

h~s ow~ experie~c2s ?2~~~~2~ ~~e exp2~ding implications of 

'c::.e sy~~ol~c mater~al ~ ..-... (~ r.. 2.:'~:::- c.. Jc.i ve . 69 Thus, in a spiral-

i~g motio~, allegory CG~V2r~S ?rGjlc~atic ~ssues of experi

e:-.ce '::'~l-':'O syrr~)ol::"c e::;.:::'~-.:.~cs by V~:C·CU2 of its own organic 

~dGs~g~--it does no~ ~\..:.:_.J~ __ on external moral mandates or 

-'.":celigio1.:.S c.-, 0 g·~1a.. I U 

:':2ciev2l a::-.d c12s sical allegories were secure in 

~heir authority, modern allegory is ~ot. It is necessary 

for the Bodern allegorist to crea~e or define a~ authority 

U?O~ w~ich to Dase n~s wo~x. ?his creation of authority 

requires a critical examination of both reality and the 

. ,
o~j ec".:.:' V2 ::G~~T.S of 22-:perie:n.ce l:rl -~l.i.e light of hu~an ideal

~ '~y . 7 =- T~e sources for t~e creation of authority include 

-:,.'"e li·:::"d~ce-to:::'d ·:'22.e, II t~e old story (myth or history) which 

~2co~es ~he p~~te~~, 2~d t~~s the aut~ority for the new 

W 'e- C -- 0 yos 'cory. 72 To ro-creat.e t.l-i8 s-:::'o::v the .... ~ '-c .... must create a 

G3 =:=L~~~. --' . 179.01 

-:: c __ ._, _. ~,__._ •
V J .....-\.... .....-' ..
 

....,~ 

I U -,-:~ .. 
__ 1_-" _ -'") .. 2.82. 

7:=~~~ ~ .. _~01 Blocm, O~ .. C~t., p. 89, a~c John E.
 
~::.: c}<:.:c:"- ~~~~:-::O:'::L:; , ,,~: '_:c: to:ci cal A"Ilegory: A~ Exa.B~~atio~ 0=
 
.~~.:~ 2 _-_.-. ~~".:--~~CO~1S-C-~~,~:_-2:8 I ~'?.. 1-:F7 ..
 

I7 2~~o::liS o-~. c:'.. '- . I '--, • 13 1 2nd Austin Wa~~e~, 

•, :: C:..?;//-:.~-;.C-::~:.C ,11 j~:~~2 -~~2C": 0 ~;~.:.-i ~t:~ (~:1 0 f :\~ 2:.1 ~c.:;. ani e l Ha\vthor:1c~ : Se.2-ect2d 
,"-' .,_': -1_ -i ,......, .: C"I"V\ c·.,...... -~--., r~-:-;)-,:~--~~~.:::::- .= ::::,-"..., .-, ~ ':\ (C) 1 7 Q 
\...."'-J...'-- ....... '-..:...'-".~l l..-.JlJ.l.\.-.8 ~, UC ..... ..)G....:.I.L.l. ... 06. \"""Ullen, ea. , p. ~ ':J.
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~ ~-. 1 ~ ~ '_".] .,-,' '":> '" .,.., ~ ·"c' 7 3 ::e\~l s tr ........ C~~l:::-2 c-_ .......... I l:-;.. SO c..OLl(~; I c.. ...... c\ ... ~.~c.....1J.....l-l.L..J. The extent
 

w~~c~ ~~0 ?2~~ern ~s re-c~e2~c~ ~e~er~ines the new story's 

- -. . 
.:..~ ..:ol.l.orc,-y 2.~r"c. & ........... es·o-:::lc:_~ success. 74

~:":-1:lSL.':-~ 

=~~e~2~~ ~~ ~~2 CO~C2?~ t~e old pattern is the 

">"' -'

~-=~2a 0:: :T.y-c.:'"i. rl o s c..~-.-.::; .._~_ .. ~~ ... - ..... 1 ~-.~.'I -:.:: is allegory and allegory, 

... ,!'-'h D'~"~;"'s'C' e,'cc~'- ~r"', --~'":> "-o""e-c 0'<: s'y""'''oJ..' i c thought, 75... , ................ ,	 1,:;:1..- ........ 1,.,.0" I.:;.... \,....,.'-" ...... 1"..;_ Jv"--'._'--~ ............ \...... ••• 1....0. ~ .L J.L~ ........ •
 

·:"~"'.2 2~c~"'.2·tYP2..1 my'chs P~0V::"C.2 ~=~::":lciples of r::asculini ty and 

=-2:":1Lli:1~ty, c.ea·t~J. 2.::.d rc:se112~a tior. I quest. and home, guilt 

anC. ~nnocence, cycle and st2.s~s--all of which allegory 

adOD·ts	 ,,~' ""'-)..,0'-" ,."._,\( D"'-'-''-e'-'-'s 7 6 

XQ~e~~ allegory, by ~~s n~~u~2--organic, dynamic, 

v.'~·ch a c:cea-t'::'ve D2S::"S of 2..ut~lor::"ty--serves more comprehen

s'::'vely -'C~1':::":J. c-;.;-.y ol:.~"er t:cc?e (I'.1c:ta~:J~lor, irony, symbol) in 

S~~~C~~~l~g the basic desig~ o~ f~c-~ion, and due to its 

::"~~e~enl:. =lexi~i:il:.Y, it e~g~ges ~o~e fully in the symbolic 

l:"-"'~"·""-s. -,nv ~-].,e'~ ;i-'-e,---,-ry -'-VDe 77 

........ ~ Ci.l,.;. ..LJ. ..l..-...:...,-~ ~ ..:...c.;. .
 

',-'-,,",Y"',~S2S of _ ................ _ l..A. '- L... -"- \...:. ...... 1;. v-.",... c..;. .... ..L U .... J. j. ..L ...... '- .... Ci...... L.. .... .L • This
 

cC:lce:?~, o~ =:"'2xib~lity ::"r:,:?::"ies eC~1at allegory, as a bridge 

~el:.W2e~ ~ic~::"o~ a~d i~eas, ~~st ~e seen in a wider 

- -,
/ ~2.=:c:·(e::- I '---_.- -' . I"...._ ....~. I '::--'. 5. 

7:~~~cc.	 ci..:. 

,--- .......	 V ·: ~
7:JAlle:n I >..-J.I - ........ l J. --'- .
 
..., 7CHonis, ~.~ j ... "..-' - ........ I D. "):J.
 

~ !77=:)=,::. ~ . ...) ..~ . 
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~,erspec-::ive -t.o i:--.c::'l:Qe -:::-.2 ':lc:':->:::::":'1gs of oJcher li terary types 

o-~ CT-:O--~-O>-' ·:::l~·Y--·_'c--'·--_·'! '-C'. '·o-~,,·, ~.,...~c -ond s"'t~re 78 .... .Jc ...... L\;:.:;;;J; _ '-"'-_ .......... \...01..-...'-.. .- ..... _ _...;' .......~ ....... '-' _'-"'_ I C:::....J ..... 1 c;.. Q -'- •
 

~he 2~is~e~c2 of ?~r2 a~~cso:.:-y, as with other pure 

literary types, e~ee~ gra~~ally as ~he ?rotestant ethic 

. 7°b2g~~ to emerge. ~ SUDSC~~2~t a~~egcry has been shaped by 

v;::.rious ':::-.2:-.1o."<:_ic ic.eas ;:.:-.0. ::'L:'2:cary forms, while its tradi

cio:-•.::.1 :;10:'::-':::'2. e:-.'p::asis a::.c. :-l.Oc~es of ide:-:tificat.ion and 

~arr;:.~:::"ve of~eJ are applicable to pastoral, epic, and satire 

2..5 \'l2:2.. 80 A co~prehensive de~i~ition ml:st include this 

~2neric i~~erpl.:::.y and synt~2sis as an essential aspect of 
Q~ 

the r... a tl:.:ce o~ ~0~ern allegcry.u

~::2 co~sideration of allegory in ~erns of generic 

t~!pe re~uires a cO:Clsic.er.::;:::::"o:, of -::~'18 role of the Icieal. 

=~e&~s g2ne~2:ly issue ~~o~ t~e ~endency to visualize a 

s~at~ ci ~ni~~errL~~2d h~??iness or pe~fection and are 

s~a?ed ~?on the past or futl:re so ~hat ~hr6ugh memory or 

=~~i~i.,...~~ion ~'ne Tc.'~~- :~ -00~1~zaQ' .~ ~ime 82 
............. ~ ..... '- ..... "J ........ '-..... .1. ..... .1. ..l. "'-............... ..... _ ...L.. '-"c ..... .l.. "'- ..J...l.J.. l-..... • It is
 

possible to conceive of al~egory, pastoral, epic, and 

satire as types in which the generic or stylistic elements 

7 8~~,oc. Cl~:. 

7S~.~~_~ic~., ~:'. l.~.) .. 

J ·J:~;GC. ci'c. 1 c..::"c; ~ ,,:..-~-:y :':"'2vin, The Power of Blackness: 
~~c.vl-:':-~C~: ,_:~~2lV"l:le 1 2Y'.c-=.' ~~c,;~, __'.. 20. -- -

r-~ c 3. Je. • 1:...; S • _;.J~:lS I v".,..) • I ....-' .. 

~ . . 
~-_~C~. C~~. 
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a~2 coc~G~nded and w~ich di~~2~ ~~i~arily in their treatment 

~~a ~G2~:iz~~~on o~ t~e =c.2&l.S::- ~~e Ideal appears in vari 

0-:":"..3 - ..... "" - - ,~ ... ". ~2-?2~~~~S on ~~2 ge~re-~y~e: as a norm from 

•• <, .........
 

...... 1..-.\,' _-..=.. c.~ _ ..:-:.z...V2 s --::::.:.~1ec.. ( s.:..~ '':'~ =: 2= ) 3..5 a ciesire.d good with 

w~~c~ a:l ~e~ S~G~~~ be c..=-=-~2d -:.::..s'::'o::c.:.:..l) , and as an unat

.'.- .~ -; ,'""I -:, l ...... 1 '~ 
.... '-""..L. ..... e :Pe~:Cec·tiol1 of ei '':':''..2r -02S-C :fu'::'ure which serves...... '--.J-.J o~ 

(e:)~~) 8"~~ a juc~~~Q~ me2sure of ~a~ .... -....... . ~ I~ is the task of
 

-:- .Q~~e h2ro ~o c ..... Gse l,.. J.\:... ere:.,==, DC"'c..'ween the ear~hly and the 
J ~ 

divine--to ~a~e the Idea~ ~eal.85 The Ideal, whether impli

c~~ 0: explic~t, ~ay ~e ~~2 8&=2 in each senre-type; the 

dif£e~e:;.ce ':Je-::'\.702Yl -::'y?es is indica"ced by the treatment and 

........ ~~·~·~·c=·--,--_:o~>o..J ...... \....,: 0';::..... ........ Ll"..::; T~:",-.' ...... c.;. '- 86
;..JI..- __ ~.;. 
J_:""" ...J... .............;"-s"":=e ..............
 

::'ore specifically, t~e pasto::cal deQands an idealized 

~2~avio~ that is protected frc~ everyday disillusionment, 

w~ile specific events and t~e behavior of the characters 

. ,are realistica.lly c.r &\'/:1 f ::CO:.l 1:,r.i.8 world of contemporary 

reality.S7 The ~ee~ ~o ~c~u~n to ~~e pastoral--the state 

of i~ncc2nce, equ&:~~y, C~ per:fection--may be viewed as 

c., -: __ " • .., 
u ..... __ )=_Q. _J. 15:'. 

~~ ~~.\J\-=:: c;- c:. C l:.~ -=- ~J .~~ ~ -::, ~ ·;)0 -=-_~: d _<:,3. S ~": s : ?act as SDiritualI 

v--~---'l-l- 15 " S~·!~~~-.b0~ ~~-~ ~~::-_'--== ?:~ovels G~ ~-~c.~rc.llor~l2 and J..,eJ..v:::- .Le, p. ,ana 
;::=-~---=-:;--- ';::---: ~-+- i ':)--)
...... \..1 ..... __ 9, vJ. ~., p ..........
 

-:.- :J .~.~ .=: c. cit...
 

s .: ~.,.. - '-': .,. : ..1_ ~ 1 r:. '"'
 
_. '--' _. __ ,=" C::l. ClL.., l:" ~ v ':J • 

; 7'''~J -' lrr -, ~ 'c- --~: -" ~- ~: ,- 74 
~ ~.,? 00, c.;.na vO. p. ..'"U.L_~"., '---'-~", 
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C:.l2si~;:;.::>:"~~ ~\, ""c.:,:.; c:':,,'c.:-:orc.; I c..S ::'laivo by others, while still 
,"",,-

..:; .~- (;. (...
o~he~6	 :~~w~·~ __ ~~~ 0= - ~. TI:e ~J~s t~oral , above all, sub

s:..s~s ~~0 ?~~c~icc..bi:i~y of i~s ow~ ideals and levels 

~ci~~cc. cri~icism at all sccic..~ ~c~c..vio~ which falsifies 

-C:: 2r:'•• 8 S 

Diffc~i~S fro~.the pasto~al, where t~e Ideal is seen 

..:_ ~ .,......,A,:. '...... 
'-~..L .i.,~~ o~ 2C~~8~?Orary r2~li~YI is "ehe epic, in which the 

:c.oal is realized in ac~io~ throush the precepts of epic 

...-... era:' s:-~:. 90 The epic hero mc..g~ifies and socializes the actual 

~o~c-~-~o-- OC ~~~ -·vi~~ '·~c.~er ~~-ess 91 Oth OY ~en ll've l'n....... .... ~ L.... ...._~ .L ... ~, ....... ~... ~...... ..... ...... ~ L......... .::J \,........ c..... J.~~
 

his shc..~ow, operati~g in the perimeter of his greatness-

h.e bCCOi~".2S rc.edi2..-tor ~et\'/8en god and men, the bond between 

"'- ''""'' -:::. ~;:::. '~'- 1 -,.""\. l t:"-' '_~ .~, CJ -", 1 S 2 __ ....... c _ ....... \...~u. __ G..~ ... Q ... .1. ...........'..c~~. 3ut heroes can be mocked and the
 

~2SU:t	 ~s~2:ly is·s&tire. 

S2~irc, ~ho~Sh co~~o~ly p:aced opposite allegory on 

~~e criticc::" sca:c! is often found in combination with alle

""I' a -.,::;ory. ~.5 ~c..~~rc C:.ispe~ses with sods and entirely demolishes 

~an's co~ce?~ cf himso:f as ra~ional, yet still forces the 

r, ,~ . 
o C'=---=~0~:':""'~' J ,,-. J. " ..... __ ~. 160.J. 

'-I 8 9 :L~) i C:.• I J • __ 00, &:lc. jylu:::-rin, OD. Cl L. p. 74. 

~.., -' ~-90:l0~=-S', ,~)_). , ? 171.
 

9l I;')ic1 . p .. l58, a:id A. X. Kaul, 'J:'he AJ.---r.erican Vision:
 
~., 'r, ~i--'-:~.... ~~ 1 ..; -'I ""1\1 -' .:- ~ J_' ,-, '"""' ..:....., "':""'"1-'-t''''' r 8"-:'ctual	 G. __ C_ ~C'-"G.-'- =-:.:. c'--LDeLee,1Ln-\..-""DLury rlC lO•• , p.o. 

92,·-,",,,,,~c o~ c·_- -.:) lC::S 
~--:v ...... ..L oJ , .J • _L l-.., i.... .......J •
 

93Loc.	 ci-::'. 
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~~ro's co~scious~ess ~o ~~~i~ ~o ~~2 world's total resigna

~.::.~ or..... S -~ r~·::'2 Idec:.l, .:....:;.~4. s2.:Z:ire, is 2ll2sorized through the 

~~a o~ ~~c~v 2~d analosy, wi~h ~~a prevailing sense of an 

'~~-.~nswc~.::..:.::,l(;; -:~,Y3~ery w>.ose 0:::'2 -;::::--c:ca key has been lost and 

G~ly ~~2 =2~S2~es~ cl~es re~ai~.~~ 

'--'-'nus 2.llegory c.emons-c::z..c.::.es .i ts L_2:xibility by incor

~o::ating into i~s na~~re various other generic types. The 

~rasence of ~~ese ge~eric ~ypes, however, in any specific 

\fork is ex?lainable o~ly by the individual projections of 

-<~" ;-~--'.-:v-;rl-''''l auc-"">-,o'- 96 ";OQ~':}"~n ",.l.L~egory -'-he'" must'De'----.... ........ ..L -.. .. _ ......... _ ....... \........~'-"- l- ...... _.. .L... e_J. a...... I I..... ... ! lJ.,
 

.,......,..- r-" ~ .,- .... .-,~..~=i::2c.. c..~ "-..1_ ':J o. ... .i. __ \.... I cy:::;.<:..-:aic, and flexible in nature. To 

co~p:a~2 ~~e (;;cfi~i~ion its fo::~ Dust also be determined. 

~~e Co:::.sic.2r2~io~ of allegory i~ terms of form 

reqU':"::2S c.. ~'::-';'/lQ--,)2...r~C 2.p~Jro2.c~l: s~::~ct~::e and characteristic 

verba: ::...-~oc.es. The p::ima::y aspec~ of allegorical structure 

-.::" its underlying syn~hesis of dualities. The author bonds 

toget~er into one organic anc dynamic whole, two things 

\·;::ich 2re, essence, sep2r2tCj that is, one being literal 

::-.~_;·-.;-'--,""1 97a.::1d t:-~e 0+':'_-_12:: .....J~.:..,I ..... '-uc..:....J.... ,~he aut:hor, as M2.n, seeks by 

~ .... ::-.'" ',"-' ~ f- ':::)'chis fU3ior. 'co _ C \",oi. ... l ........... oc; the world of the actual with the
 

~ .......:.,,...,-,~\,..- yl.-.~ 1-- '''-.~' ....-",.-.. ....... ~ ..... r'" t"' '1 .. --,.__ ~_.'.::J '/hl_C.1 ",c.y ..J<C; ,--Ol.SlCie~ea sa lrlC a.L egory Q~e 

=<afkc.'::; ".-=2 "c.:::..nor:?J:-'losis" 2.nd "The Hunger Artist," and Swift's 
G~11iv2~'::; T::avels. 

S 5-;-T~ ...... ~ 
r;,vJ.~ ...... g, -r0--.._ ""', _,"4'-..'_L.., "0,,-. 87. 

96I~id. I ~"). =-5!~. 

97Bec:<.e:.:: , '........ J • cit. .J-J • 16L 
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world of the s?iritual t~Yo~gh fictional expression. This 

-, ..... . -=- '.-' _':- . ....,Q 
(",<,..Jsy::. tnes i s of C.U'::';'J...ll:.l2S .. '- ...... e u~deTlying premise of alle

, ,
so~ic~l ?~~lcsophYI 2- ....... SC ~c:.:-r~1s ~cn.e foundation of allegorical 

S~C::t::.C-~'L:::2• T~e secc~c ~S?2ct of allegorical structure lS 

J"Tl': ~ ~ - .,-..:... C---..~,-.,-..::'.~~:"li ',:;'..::10. tim: of ...i.. ..l- ~.c C"'l.L... ......JCo..\..-c • ~~nis manipulation is neces-O-J 

~;:..:::y to loc~'::'e '::'~-~e ~l12scry in a s::)ecifically syrnbolic 

.. -..,.......
 ~.,....c~:ltex-~--1JC:-:'C2 ....... --' "'-"" ... - a ti:~~:'2, ln C;. fa.r away land." The ele

~2nts of Ti~e anc S?ace are usually distorted through the 

cevice of ~he Drea~-Vision, including, as well, Memory and 

Tma~'n~~--v~ -~-~o~~-~-~~.~ 98 ......... ~.J.. ........ <.- ....... C ............ ....,/....:.;.\....... ......................... .1..
 

.!- -;....., ':'..r.:.~:-: 2 ~~~~~~C2 i~volvcd is \...~ ... ~ ~ody of techniques 

nccesS2:::y~c su~ta~n t:n.e i~~ression of either a dream, an 

o-~ oroJ'ec+-l'on 

~c:::e~ost amons ~~esc ~ec~~iq~es is the device of the dream

~~ate introduc~io~ wnich relies on the basic psychology of 

~, •.•.,-C::'"'Q'"";:..... e ,~ •.,~.~-, __ ~c'c-":\"-~"""""''''J','- _ c:..~-" ..............;,",,~r<-;~-c-~velLc..'::;;..J... ...... c;.L...I.. ment~lLa.... '-. 99

'--~ ......... c ............... ~\..-u ..J...'C
 

_.- "-':J ,..::: r- -.. ..........
 
........... '- L... C C.J.~1 , thus ha~Clting the reador with the feeling of the 

fa~iliar-unfamiliar. 7nat is, although foreign, the scene 

a~Q situation are recognized by the reader in much the same 

J'--': __ O~_~s C~J. c-=-'.:.. 1 ~-J. :~. );..t:'::en, it1 Levin, OD. c:i.-:'.,I 

-c.eo;:; ~~_~;.:;c::'f::'c.::..1'ly ~'c~erica:tl sy:nbolic se'c'-tillgs in tfme and 
'-' ,.I·:;.C2 c:..s L·-,:.__ I=-~ ,:_ Hborc.,er-l,a.Y'id l1 D2.tur2, tD2 boundarv in 
-~.~2 :i~2~~_ ~~_.:~~~~~V2 sy~bolizi~g the co~ce?t 'of the sep
... _-aJ-=.io:: ~2-:"·. ,~\=:-. =:2c..J..i·c.~/ clT1Cl UI1~2E~2-i-'cYI ":'). 17. A similar 
_~-~atC:-:'2:-_--': ~~_, "~~~,"'2 S\l ::<=-c:--:'2.rd }'OS-:=:2~ ~n S=-:{ ...2'\Hlerican Novelist.s 
, = ,,~ ,- - '.. "c"-""" C:,·~,,·_,·-\. -'n ,_., __. __ ~_c,_~_:_c- r' " .. 1:.. \., .'. _,~:.~e-_" e .. e-L._l. 1-;.•• ~_,.,-_c..,'_'-''-'L..J.on, on p. 0, ana 1:ne 
-:~·'-r=>-i--~--~·-'" ~,~ ""'~'--d ...;.:.....~ .;"'~'l M':='l.~'; ------ "' ....... , h"

,._'J~~C_C<~_'--'._ ~'" ,.La e W.L-L.n ~".e .•eQ.J.<:';V<O..:.. 2');o,ycnomac 10.. 

. . 
J ';:; ~- .',..../ ~ ... c =, 1: • 
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~-.-:"':'l:-::'11.r:'2:: as those.: ..................... c.. .... L '-' ~ ~sYC(lic deja-vu. 100 Dante's
 

::,cur::.c;y L:. -::~~2 ':::c.~:.:-.,:,.fccL c..,:~c.. 3'C.~~~"c..:r.' s Den in the 'I,vilderness 

c..::2 -C.\10 ?:.:-:..:,.'-' ,-,xc.~':.:?::"2S 0::' -c.~:.e use of the dream pattern to 

~~volve ~~2 :':-2a~e:: ~~ ~he se~se that, s~~consciously, he is 

::"~nk2d w~t~ ~~e ~c.:.:-::ative throush a::chetypal dream-experi

1 ."'" -:.
8:1.Ces ...... u ...... -~t J:~ c; ~'1 C.:~.2 s:" -::uc.. t iOtl ~;:, ~ot a dream but an extended 

"'.:: 2":: 0 1.12 C -~ i,:) ~-... i~asi~a~~ve ?rojec~ion from one point in time 

c..:-:d spac2 -::0 ",-.-:o-c.~~.e:: I i:~-::'2 '::'echnic:ues of emblem or threshold 

, 02 
::::'";,f'YI}-... .-.l ~,..... ~..",..o;::, .-.{~. ---.:;: ¥'-'·r'-"-"",c.o~: ~'-h·-.:::. n::.r....---+-l·ve.i. __' ... ~~ u ..... ..... 4...1.. '-.... L.. ...... '-' '-- c:.. ............~ ..:.) __ V ........,1 c: _ L..L ... c:: ......... .L Cl '- • Such threshold
 

syirtbols and e::-.:Ol.::::-"s, whe:..'l used well, also awake in the reader 

a sense of fami~iarity with the unknown. 103 The hero in 

Doth the dream or the recollection/projection is operative 

\',''::' thin the symbolic context. ?he hero often is unaware of 

~.- ,~, ".:l.
 
'-.I. ... c
 neaning of his experiences and relies upon guides (false
 

",~.ri c~_.~,,::.\ "--0 s'r.~", 1-,~ro -'-'-.., "'~y 104

'-"' .... >....4 '- .... I...o.C J.... ....LV',iV .i. ........ L L,...L ... C ',iVa. Within the concept of the
 

- ,",", r. 

_u~~C~'::'SI ODe cit., p. 70. 

_v .l..~ .• : ~::::.:= e:c:-no I (11. l-::'): Ii U~::lon the journey of our 
- --~ ,,-- c'r.-,-;,-:-/--- ,. "-']":-. "'('.-;-~ ~.C\TC"'::<i.-C:: -: -.~ a d-:c1r \vood/ For f'~om ':"'''e__ .J...e ...._ ....... \J ........ ....:, _ '-'-"'-l~ ....._ ~ ..... _u ....._l ,.JC ...... ..-.... a ~"'\. .... .1. L. ... l.
 

:::: ~::a'::'s::-.-:: ::=-2..-:::.~-:. ::.: ha.c. go~,-e as -::.ray. " ':.:'r-~~ Divine Comedy of Dante 
. - -; >.-~- P C>-~ -'0, . .:... '~"'-~ l·.:...·.--). "T' .., P' '; r';m I--:._C_-:_._.,~~,~ _C~';:c-- g ..c- I _,; __ ,-,_,=,v•• .uU'-.l.c~ ':: ..i.el...c_~c~ I '-_ •. , ana nc l.l.g_ ...."s s 
?~cc:rC:';.i ,~_._): "As I v}C;.l::,:.ed -C~l.:.::-ough t.he wilderness of this 
',:o:clc I ::.:- ::..::..C':~c --:::'::':C 0:-:. a ce:c:-'Cair. 'O::"ace where was a Den i and I 

~ -
~3.id I:'~E::. c.v·::/:-:.. __ . t;-.:.~t Dlace ~o S-..22p " 

~ ......::J ~=-~ c~-::. \~. I C.i.. -c.. • 71.VJ • '•.-J 

. :"~.-Y. . ......~~~ ~1--.•.~ ••-~~ 'r '. rnh T Q t d th . . 
- J_ •• ~ ",~~~~y ~".l/.'J~C:CJ'>. In 1,.e eroDeS I an e lncl

c.e~ts i~ ~~e ~crest and 'C.~2 Den o~ Errour in Book I of The
 
?c,crie Q:.:.c:e::.'..:; ?::ovide eX2r:~?J.es o~ threshold symbols.
 

~lO.(I-lonig I 0'0. ci t:. , _...J. 7-..... 
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g~i~c i3 ~~c co~ce?~ of ~~e I~telligence which is part of 

the '--'-~O'C' cO''\'='c~o'-c-'-'''''''o.r. ~..L "--0-) '--'''''',''=- 1-."",').".L1C..J..._ '-' 1.: c...the...:;, ..... '-'-''-' ........ D-"-OD"'l action • 105
..... 1...:;.... ... __ .........
 

Also in~ere~~ i~ ~~e tec~nique of the dream-vision 

is the ordeai or jo~:~~y. ~he ~ero, usually, though not 

2..1ways, in a stz:-Jce ci d.es:?ai:c, ger.. 2:cally launches the narra

tive by unce~taking an ordeal or journey (Dante, Christian, 

... ..... . ~. lO 6 Pl"' . • - -:' •Rea Cross ~nlgh~). ~ne ensulng a~~egorlcal narratlve 

progresses toward the cODpletion of the hero's journeys or 

~~e cu~~ination of his ordeal. In modern allegory, the 

s~ccess or co~pletion is of~en characterized by recognition 

of Ac~ual Tr~~~ (~ot I~ealized Tru~~) and the result is 

despair and its accoffi?anying disintegration of the hero. 107 

Accompanying the jo~rney and ordeal as denoting 

crea~-visionl recollection, and projection is the use of 

. '," '.' ." h '08- ." -., ~ .. _, 0'(1 ~~G' .... -. 'lcr'an -0 a""no-;.-'" e~o oJ.. ........... __ L. .... Ct.. .................. c;....... L.Co. ..... ~ ... l.~'" L. C _c J.... ':rne pattern of
 

action which ~y?ifies the ordeal or journey of the hero is 

asne~~'1\1 ~ -=~~er, o~ a~~~~tYD~' l'n~tia""~o~ 109..;c .......... G .... ..L....:. ....... ~'-l,...L.. l .... J...L ... .L.I.;:: ,;,. a..J.. ..J- __ L...l. J.J.. The talis

~~n concentrates into a single syr~olic object (clothing, 

~~rden, paraphrenalia( ~he essence of the hero allowing him 

.....: ~~l05Loc . L.,: ........ \..... •
 

.......-; ...ll06Loc . \",.... • .L \- • 

1 0 7 -, 1 .; 1 l .-. .- .~ - T{ ,., 1 ,~ C l' +- 7 I - ~;').Lc., p. ~v / c.. ••c. _ au~, OL). __L.., p. . 

- 0 8'~T'; , _-.. -" ~- "' 
~ ~on~g, OP. ~. / ? 81.
 

::"0S I bid., p.
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to ~~ ~2cognized ~s ~2~O ~2=ore he is actually presented as 

such.-- V T~us, the str~ctura: elements of allegorical form 

include the ~asic premise of ~he fictional synthesis of 

dualisms, the creatio~ 0= ~ sym~o:ic context through the 

~anipulation of Time and Sp~ce (through the devices of the 

Dream-Vision, extended recollection, or imaginative projec

tion) the character of narrative action (ordeal or journey) ,I 

~~d the denotation of the hero (through archetypal initia

~ion patterns and talisman) . 

The second aspect of modern allegorical form is its 

c~aracteristic and identifiable use of the verbal modes, 

~nalogy and irony. III 1i'Jhile all .the details in an allegor

ical setting need not have sy~~olic significance, most will 

serve to satisfy one of these two principle modes. 112 

The fi~s~ of these verbal modes, analogy, is seen in 

its simp~est form in the allusion--a technique which relies 

O~. a~" i::'.::1:eo.ia-::'e recogniOcion and i:r~1aginative connection on 

~~2 part of the reader. 113 A second use of analogy is the 

personification of abstractions, either explicit (Ignorance 

in PilG,ri~'s Progress), or a~bivalent (Captain Ahab/Pride-

0'1110Ibid. , D. U...;.. 

-, ., I'2.11 In i c~. I p. .J.... __ .....: .. 

:: 2 '" r ; ~ -.~ ~ -- - .:: 7.·.,--,~r~H, ~. ,- ., 9. J • 

./ -- . . , - 1 :::
--J~-.onlg, gp. C::"-C., ;J. ..... ...i...-.I. 
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114
&~ onC2 Dersonal heroism &~d ugly monomania) Allied to 

~~e personi~ication of abstractions is the analogy through 

nomenclat~re, or the expression of symbolic meaning in the 

name of a specific liter~l object. llS Analogy further 

exis~s in t~e expression of the hero's state of mind by the 

nat~ra~ world--anthropomorphism or the Pathetic Fallacy-

and through appropriate actions (Red Cross Knight succumbs 

~o sleep in Archimago's hut and to Orgoglio while embracing 

D~essa.)116 Related to these forms of analogy is the analogy 

of the action to events outside the fictional context (the 

=~~nger Artist led from his cage and supported after his or

deal by two wonen is analogous to, though not identical with, 

Christ lowered from the Cross into the arms of the Blessed 

Virgin and S~. Xary Magdalene.) 117 Finally, the most artis

tical:y dan;erous use o~ analogy is foreshadowing or coin

cidence. ~h~s ~2~hod is useful only when the specific 

incidents are par~ of the organic whole, and its misuse 

::::-esults in L.:.dicrous "accidents II in the narrative .118 

The second verbal mode, irony, relies primarily on 

incongruence and the accompanying'proposal of a superficial 

114I~id., pD. 116-117, and Becker, op. cit., D. 176.-- - ---"" 
0-,115~_:_,·,,",;.•v._~g, op. Cl ~. , D. 118. 

:.=-l6~~cc . C i ~ '- . 
- - 7 --,- ~ - 1 2 '")-- ,__ J_C. I p. ~ .). 

=-=-s-~:- -' ;' I p. 12S.,~.~_u. 
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simi12~i~y between thi~gs esse~tially dissimilar. 119 Along 

\·.ri t11 i_.cc~;.grui ty is d:e use of the impact of appearance on 

:.:"eali t.\T. 1:2 0 The co~text assumes a mirror-image quality, 

because what appears to be is very often the opposite of 

\\7~a-::' :.:-ec.=:"=-y is .. Related to the ironic verbal mode is the 

use of t~e ?ageant or pageant-like situation to form a 

"""I''''.~::--.ar::-c..tive link in many instances, to underscore theG. .......~ I
 

effects of the narrative action at that point. 121 These 

?agea~ts, presen~ing a dramatic sequence which underscores 

the difference between appearance and reality, may echo or 

o?pose the action in the narrative. They may provide a 

c~ue to the he~o's progress in dealing with the ordeal or 

~ourney, or they nay occur in a series and assume the quality 

0= an o?cratic motif as they wind in and out of the narra

,. -, ·,.7C v,-:: C>-''=''-O-; ·ng in a new De~spective 122 Irony, then,-'-" L.. ....... v''''e/ "-"---.'J ...... -4- ..... '-" ... ~~c ..... ::J .......... "j, .... _
_ .. 

oepencs on ~ne response of the reader's mind as triggered 

Dy essen~ial dissjmilarity and incongruity, whereas analogy 

cepends on i~~ediaterecognitionthrough essential similar

ity and identification. 

--~~~'.~~~,:::'., D. 131. 

: :2 '~~~_ ~ 2 .. cit .. 

=-2=-=~j)i-rj. I p. 132. 

~2~Ibid., p. l~O. 7he parade of the Seven Deadly
 
Sins ~efore the throne of Pride in Book I of The Faerie
 
G~eene ~llustrates the use of the pageant device to under

score ~he narrative action, since Red Cross Knight is, at
 
t~at ?oi~t, a victim of Pride.
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Al:esorYI as both a literary form and an imaginative 

conce?~, ~ust be reco~sicered and re-evaluated in the con

text of ~odern literary theory and practice. Due to a mis,:,," 

concep~ion of bo~h ~llesory and realism and to a semantic 

quibble which reduced the w~ole (allegory) while elevating 

the part (symbol), the current century lacks a clear, con

cise theory of allegorical thought and practice. Such a 

theory is possible if based on a definition of modern alle

gory which delineates the mode in terms of its nature and 

form. The na"Cure of modern allegory should be defined as 

organic, dynamic, and flexible; authorized by myth, history, 

a~d the author's own creative force; and compounded of other 

literary forms I specifically the pastoral l epic, and satire. 

Its form should be defined in terms of a structure which is 

created through a synthesis of dualities and a manipulation 

0= Time and Space through the dream-vision devices l and of 

a cOffibination of the verbal modes of analogy and irony. 

This cefinitio~ es~a~lishes a theory of allegory which in

c:uces both the essential concept and the overt practice 

a~d which is readily applicable to modern fiction. 

Xore specificallYI this concept of modern allegory 

~a1 be demonstrate~ as being present in native American 

=iction. The premise that a well-developed allegorical 

tradition existed in k~crica by the nineteenth century is 

supported by evidence 0= an Arrlerican predisposition to 





C':-1]'2 '.:. ~~:? I I I 

~~LEGO~~Y : 1~~>; ~~~>rSRICI.:-...:,~ L=j~~~(:~~~Y TRJ:... DITION 

~":~,e:cican novelists tend to express themselves in 

&11egory.l23 In crcer to realize the validity of this 

s~atement, it is essential to understand the underlying 

reasons for this fu~erican literary preoccupation with the 

form. One reason lies in the origin of the American alle

gorical expression. 

In the early days of New England, this expression 

began to take on an identifiable form from the English typo

logical tradition assimilated by the Puritans. 124 The 

mythology of the Old Testament formed the Yankee mythology, 

prefiguring everything that would or could ever happen. 125 

~~erica~ allegorical expression was fed with the Literal/ 

S ::,iri tLal c·...:.alism, beginning with II In Adam IS fall/ We sinned 

c.ll"--t:-.e spiri tual myth (the primordial error) applies 

~~rectly to the literal reality (we). The Pilgrim's 

?rogress, seemingly the determining link between English 

123William Van O'Connor, Introduction to The Idea of 
the P~~0rican Novel, Louis D. Rubin and John R. Moore~d~) 
...,. VJ..l. 

/ •. ce· Q C 1 o~ D r-K... er c" J... _. o.'"""'-- -.....;e ,~.~., 15 

-~~Levin, OD. cit., p. 11. 
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-, .; --,-. ~ -, -;- 'I 1 -j'O 0 
...-...i... I,...C.J... I 

-'." d 

:iterature a~~ ~~2~~C~~ ~_ ................... lent to this developing 

cxpress~o~ C~~~~~~ s?ecific characteristics--the dream, the 

~sen~ or narrator~agent who is a~other self, the journey or 

cG.....r.../ ~ -. 1 a'" ri ;- '" e- c e 1 ....... '" c" .'-L. ..... -i - ~ -.- " ~...,. 12 6 ?rom this influence itv .... .....u ,-';".l. l",:; ....... c......r... ...... uc;c;., ........
 

~s ~ot sur?~isi~g ~h2~ w~at see~s to be k~erica's first 

Jrosc ~~c~~c~ ~s a fu::-~lown allegory, The Historv of the- .. -- 
-,-' <r'- ~.:: ~'-'" .• " .. '- .,,-.... -: ,,,-1-0'" B, .l.. n' 1715 bel . . t.,,_nc ,",v ~ .~ •.c.." cc.,~ ",c.l:, j:-'.J....:.. .. ,-"''-0 In os ,-0.. In y a a Vlnl s 

~inister, Cose~~ ~o-g~n 127 Its name, Basaruah, is glossed~ ...... ..... ..l.- C.i. ...... 

2.S a cO:T,Di~e..":::i():, of the r-:eDrew II flesh II and II spiri t II and 

c~dows it with psycho-physical pe..rallels, creating psycho

~~cn' ~~ =c "J3'l ~s ..., Dr~~~-vl's-ion ~ou.rney 128.... ~ ............ \..A,/ ........ "J 'vc .......... c::. c.. ..... ec...I.~ ....... .1. -l '" • The elements
 

..... .,::: n~-~"":'I .."...:......, "...::; ,..., .,....~, -.= "p- 7. C' -;=, 1-- ... --'''1 _ - ::=:1""" r ~ J-.,.... h -, t . t t .r-\ 
nC<..J..~C<.'-o.J..,u_ .=.:.:.:::: _\.~,.~ ,",V.c. ~ _,'-'-"'~~ Uc.. c .. ",rac ers, Sl ua lon, 

Ceve:o?~ent--c.:l show evidence of Bunyan's influence. 129 

.I. Bas~ruah,-····us...... 1 .'-"--. c....~ ...................... .... ·-,o.,..oach -;n I7lhe_.L__ .1.. ... ---=..o-F 0.
_... l.- ...... I....... ---"'-"~"'''''":~a'..... C\:.Ju Ci.:::.J........ ....r... X-ingdom...... _
 

demonstra-c2S ~~2 developmen-c of the American allegorical 

expression as having begun in the shadow of Puritan typo

logical tradition. 130 Along with the typological tradition, 

?~rit~~ pragmatisill ~ernanded a realistic appro~ch to life; 

:25:~~~., D. 19, and Warren, OD. cit., p. 177.
~ -..L.- __ 

~277~v;n ~~ c~-I- D 10-...;r...:; ........ , V;,.J. _~__,-., .l-. ../ •
 

128~oc. l..... ,"-,_ • 

129 Loc . '--- \.-. 

\ 30-:. :~ ,.-,"r c:..-'" "-! ..... ~~""""4 .... t:::·.... I O~. Cll.., p. 155. 
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and allasory in the Ren~issance sense of teach-and-delight 

f~lfi::2d ~his de~2~~~:3l 

~ second in=:~2nce, ~owever, was also exerted on the 

- _. . -- . - . d h'
~2V2~0?~ng Amer~can a __ 2sorlc~~ CX?reSSlOn, an t lS came 

_o_-o~- -'-he --",,-.;,-,0 ~-'" """L>-:~"l' cO'"c'''''''''''':''' -",,-';-her than tYDOlogl'cal..... _ \....1..1. CCl..J....I.I.L VJ... .I. \....-c.i. c ':"' \"".-l" '-.I.... J.. 

-::~aci -:::.. 0:'""'1 • ~his influence, the natural heritage of abundant 

resources, limitless land, pioneer spirit and freedom, led 

inevi~ably to the tendency toward romanticism. 132 Between 

:620 and 1800 a new ~yth was emerging in &~erica: a hero 

who would tap the vast power of Earth and learn the secrets 

of the cosmos.1 33 With the election of Jackson to the 

?residency in i828, ;~~2rican culture had reached democratic 

~il:eniu~; now, a New World Garden would exist, peopled with 

r ~~~ 0= ~~Q_"~~~-~~~n ~Q~~~S 134 ........ c..,,-,,-- .L 4- .... "-- ..... v..:........Jo.JG. ........... Ci. ... .l"1. Cl. ... Ll • 7he Pilgrims' dream of a
 

~ -. 
....,~:-:2W ={':'::-';'S·c.c~.-~ Cae; peopled with his Chosen Ones, had been 

~ege~e~~~0C ~y c2~ocracy into an American myth. But was 

~his ~y~h a tr~e one? 7he spiritual speculation of the 

:3lGr~nt C. Knight, 7he Critical Period in American
 
.,. ., t "" -- - ..:... .--'" , . " -:- - 0 I C ""' .~ . t .
 _ .... e-"-a~v,_c;;, ;? ~., .:.. ....0 o .......or, OP. ~., p. lV. 

13")-,~·--_· ......",-~ ", ...... ..:-~ J1
-_\ •• _'::-'''l-, OJ. L..L L..., p. "". 

133~~v~~ W. Noble, The Eternal Adam and the New World 
G- ;::on- ,-,-,-c r,.~~·_ -" ~r,.;..-;.. -~-t' "" 7",· c>--'---N~l-S' --1"'30,cr,-,--... . ..:.: l..ed L.rC.L ~ .... n ~ .t'Ulk.. _.lcan rOVe lnce _0__ ,
 

~. 4.
 

~2~Ibid., p. 5, ~nd Levin, OD. cit., p. 9, where
 
·.'c.lv-;'-:r..:~ '-d '~';-.-. -"-h '~T th th'-, "
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Cn t~is ~cs~ern Hernis~~~~2 all tribes and peoples are form
i~g i~~~ one federat2t w~ole . . . the estranged children of 
A.dam :;::-2,~ "Cored as to -:.[-.e old 'hearthstone in Eden. 11 
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-" ~ ~...-~. .-. -, --, 
...-l..... ~-.:;;_ ..... ......2~-:.2rs:·::":~c· \"..... (..,. ".:.. OV2=-~~·':S was characterized by the question: 

" " ~- ~-. .~ -
.........J l-~ ?OSS:..::J ..... 2 L..6. J.l..A. '- ~::.:.',e -.:: i c::.1". s are exempt from the human con

~itio~--does a ~2W Ga-'::~2~ -.::eallv exist, and, in it, a new 

2::d s-c.ainless ~L.c:..2.~'::?~:;'~ ·':'~-:.e ni~:.e'ce2r:-ch century American 

nove~i3~s possesseG 2. vision ci-.::c~~sc-.::ibed by a recognition 

o~ those ?e-.::~a~ent limitations which a-.::e inherent in the 

~oral na~~-.::e o~ ~2:: and the universe. 136 These novelists 

~ived t~-.::o~S~ ~~e Cackson e-.::a and witnessed the failure of 

-t.~e r:~::" ~ =-2:~... i 1..:.l":. ..:-.;...;. ... '-- th~s incorporated into their vision a de

..... '>"-,,,' ~'-C- Q u ":"'\",7,l .. \::.:V. ~""d,.,.;,.I....... al o'C:: _ ....... c.. ~.:. =- G~''-~enc... ..... ~ Q. ... J. l" -'-s r"'ceC4. as • 137
........ ~ ........ L. New Adams
 

70-':: the fu~erie2n novelist, the dream of the G-.::eat Ideal, 

=nnocence, arising f-.::om the American myth, was always there 

ana was ~illed wi~h irony, sometimes gentle, sometimes 

..::....-.::sh. 138 

The allegorical fiction of nineteenth century America, 

~eveloped from Puritan and democratic sources and born amidst 

the cli2a~e of the New England tra~scendentalists, satirized 

ex~re~2 ~c~an~icism, optimism, and liberalism and looked 

ironica~:~ a~ iconoclastic realism and over-rationalized 

-'~:)1\G~~21 Ope ei t. , 'J. 5, 2.::... d 3100rn I ci t. , p. 189.~. 

:. .3 5 ",r ~. - ~ 
_\.l,...o. ~...... I 0"8. cit. , p. 67, a:::d Foster, ODe ci t. , p. 5. 

-----' 

r
~37~c~~~1 09_ cit., ~. o. 

~33~~0'·~·~-·- ~~ ~ U ,_'-01._ •• '...1_, 0'0. c~ .... , p. ~v. 
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"". _ ._.'. _ I 39 .. ' . : 4- .., • £ • •
c2terml~lsm.~ A ~ew aLLl~uce, typlLled by a growlng 

sensitivity to psychological motives and suspicion of 

~~d~vidualiz~d et~ics, b2~~n to emerge with one overriding 

IT'.es sage: that the glo~i=icat~on of the Ideal led to hypo

'~_'"'I - . ..)crlsy ~nd self-dest~~ct~o~.140 tne Ideal still needed 

2xplain~~01 an~ t~us, beca~e the source of both fascination 

.£.JUl.. 

_.,..... ? "Y"'.~ ...... ,"":r..;.:""l-,.....-.c~ 1 ",";:....L,. 

c.. .. .1.\...i." .... e.:./I......~.Llc:..I.... c: .. This very aniliivalence of attitude typi

cal:y suited the method of allegory.142 

T~e mid-nineteenth century American writers thus 

c~eaLed a new and serious fiction on an allegorical basis 

w~ich coupled the early Puritan allegorical tendency with 

tne denial of the new myth of America-as-Eden. They set 

their scenes against a vast panorama of symbolic signifi 

cance--the sky, the prairie, the wilderness, and the ocean-

and involved expansive forces and concepts--humanity, war, 

a~d even eternity.143 Their narrators or narrator-agents 

COITL~:lln~cated their stories first-hand, or as retold by a 

close eye-witness; as in medieval allegory, they were prone 

LO remind the reader that what he was reading was the 

139Loc. cit.
 

140Loc. cit.
 

lillLoc. ci t.
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recounting of a Dream-vision. 144 The themes which sprang 

from the aillbivalence toward the Ideal and the denial of the 

fu~erican myth were characterized by individual alienation, 

canis pGrscnal an~ ~e~a~~ysical relationships--including the 

loss of, or searc~ for Innocence, and the journey in search 

or the cosmic Secret. 14j A definite pattern of development 

in relationship tc the I~eal presented itself in American 

fiction as a direct reversal of the pattern in Cervantes' 

2JD Quixote. 146 American allegorical expression, then, 

ceveloped from Puritan and mythical sources and was realized 

by the works of the nineteenth century American novelists, 

particularly those of Hawthorne and Melville. 

Hawthorne and Melville wrote in a way no previous 

k~erican writer ever had. 147 Hawthorne was concerned with 

the psychological and moral, Melville with the moral and 

metaphysical, but each was writing using the allegorical 

mode and the result was something apart from whatever had 

gone before .1LJ: 8 Neither's work could be labeled "allegory''' 

1(.(Levirl1 CD. cit., p. 5. 

1 f. r:: T' ~ '1 C'~ c ~ .L.-~~~aU , ~. ~., p. 60, and Honig, op., cit., p. 80. 

146This pattern is a direct reversal of Cervantes'
 
~Jn Quixo~e in which the existence of stark Reality begins
 
~~e narratlve, and a belief in the reality of the Ideal
 

, • .L. enos l~. 

147Curl, OD. cit., p. 45, and ~oster, ~. cit., p. 5. 

! [~8 -r1 • =l ''''' -I- ., ~ •- ~ -.LDle.. \,cos~er, p. 145) I FoC;J.c, OD. Clt., p. 216, 
c;.=-~d ·,:z..rren, CD. cit., p. 178. 
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l~ the sense o~ The Kinqdom of Basaruah,nor could they be 

considered ffierely as legend or travelogue. They certainly 

~ore ~o si~ilarity to the~r English contemporaries, the 

",::;ocial" Eovels .1:"0 The ir.laginations of both artists were 

CCh~~~t2d to allegorical premises and used allegorical meth

ods i~ t~e service of searc~ and skepticism. 150 They sensed 

in allegory a viable fict~o~al m2~hod suited to their pur

?oses.1 51 ?rot8sts from both Hawthorne and Melville to the 

assertion that the~r work was allegorical should be con

sidered as protection, in the light of the ~revailing 

Coleridgian view of allegory and the rising prominence of 

-:'lJ.eir realist.ic contemporaries, and should not be considered 

as having any fundamental bearing on their art. 152 

The allegory of Hawthorne arose, predictably, from an 

ambivalent attitude toward the Ideal and an inner, spiritual 

tension. His mixture of skepticism and faith regarding the 

=deal influenced his artistic form and thematic choices and 

led to tl1e expression of his convictions in allegorical 

terms. 153 His basic convictions, resulting from a state of 

l49Kaul, 0':). cit., p. 48.
 

lSODaniel Hoffman, Form and Fable in American Fiction,
 
p.	 5. 

~:J..I...~or.ig I 0':). ci t. , D. 6. 

l52Blool:", 0':). cit. , p. 188. 

l535yatt E. Waggoner, Nathaniel Hawthorne: A Critical 
.':: -:'UG'l, p. 54. 
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5ni=~~~~~ tension, S2e~ ~o be, first, that man's life is 
~ . 

~=r&~~on~: ana his s~~ cC~es f~om the act of refusing to 

~ccept the ~rr~~ionality. ~~d seco~d, that his sin is a state 

that is :-J.anifes·ced in L,-c~~o~al act.ion; -the sin is not then 

the ~ction itself. 154 ~his mo=al onnosition, sin-as-state 
~ ~ 

versus sin-as-ac-tion, co~~ined with an ambivalent attitude 

-toward -the Ideal, emerged artistically in allegorical fic

tion. ~he premise ~hat Hawthorne's fiction is allegorical 

is supported by a c=itical examination of his best-known 

"vork, The Sca:clet Letter, i:1 terms of the definition of 

~odern allegory. 155 

Hawthorne's concept of allegory demonstrates an 

organic, dynamic, and flexible nature created by his skill

ful integration of the literal and figural; the progression 

of the narrative is impelled both by the literal action and 

by the movemen~ of -the figurative elements toward an ulti

rna te re.301u-::'ion. His handling of characterization in The 

154Barry IL Mar;cs, "The Origin of Original Sin in 
~c..wthorne's Fiction," NCF, XIV (1960), p. 360. 

1550t her examnles of Hawthorne's fiction explicated 
allegori cally are: '1:'he l':arble Faun, l\laggoner, ~. cit., 
~~. 209-225; "Endicott and the Red Cross," Fogle, Ope cit., 
~::.~. 3-14; "};Zappacini's Dcmghter," Honig, Ope cit.,pp.D"4
2.:) 7, and Herbert Liebowi "cz, "Haw-thorne ana-Spenser: Two 
Sources," i\L, XXX (J-(lc-iuary, 1959), pp. 459-461; "Young 
Gooc.:::can Bro~m," Liebo'.'1itz, Ope cit., pp. 459-461; The House 
of the Scve:1 Gc:,blGs, ~{azel Emry, "Two Houses of Pride," PQ, 
XXXIII (J-anuary, 19S(), :):'J. 91-94; and "The Great Stone 
Face," .]"z.-mes J. Lync[-i, "Sc:ructure and Allegory in 'The Great 
Stone Fz.-ce,'" NCF, XVII (September, 1960), pp. 137-146. 
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Scarlet Letter presen~s a good example of the dynamic and 

organic ~~~U~2 of ~:lesory which exis~s in the fiction as a 

w:1o::"e. T~e c~~racter of Hester ?rynne begins as primarily 

rea::"i3tici ~er pain i~ tie recollec~ion of childhood memo

ries is very real, vary hu=an, ~nd very literal. lS6 Through-

cut the progress cf the narrative she becomes increasingly 

symbolic, increasingly an examp::"e of a psychological type. lS7 

Chillingsworth too,demonstrate~ a human character in his 

act of deliberate choice--he chooses the course of action 

which destroys his humanity--and through the action of the 

narrative he is transfor~ed into a specific, representative 

type. ISS Dirrmesdale continuously fluctuates between saint 

and sinner--a characteristic which is congruent with his 

literal role. lS9 And Pearl, whose identity begins as a sym

bolic type, is literally and figuratively freed and endowed 

with humanity through Dimmesdale's confession. 160 

Also in compliance with the nature of modern allegory, 

Eawthorne utilizes elements of other genre-types, especially 

the Pastoral, through which he expresses a specific attitude 

l56Bed:e:::-, 0'8. cit., p. 177, and Fogle, 2.2.. cit., p'.
""..,. r 
...: ..... 0. 

=-.57-.:- cc>:e:: 1 oJ. ci t. / p . 177. 
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toward the Ideal. In T::'e Scarlet Letter, the pastoral is 

portrayed ~3 u~~e~c~a~le: ~he return to the state of natural 

harDo~y (~he meet~~s of ~ester and Dimmesdale in the forest) 

is marred by the i~tr~s~o~ of moral reality in the person of 

Pearl. 

Hawt~orne found his basis of authority in the history 

of the New England ?uritans. He saw no contradiction between 

historical truth and the philosophical truth expressed in 

fiction, because both contained basic moral truth. 161 To 

this historical authority he added the creative authority of 

a new pattern, founded in the old concept of original sin, 

in whic~ his characters are ambiguous in their relationship 

to guilti that is, is sin an act or a state?162 A third 

basis of authority is his denial of the concept of the New 

World Eden myth with American man as a New Adam. 163 Thus, 

the nature of Hawthorne's fiction, dynamic, organic, flex

ible, ar.d based in traditional, mythical, and artistic 

a~thcrity, corresponds to t~e definition of the nature of 

~cder~ a:~~Scry. ~~e form-structure and verbal modes--may 

also be seen as fulfilling the criteria suggested as inher

ent in modern allegory. 

161Michael Davit~ Bell, Hawthorne and the Historical 
---=- "Jel-l D op'-~'-,,-'r_~-~"\.\__'.l.G._ ......... C 0'-;: ..._-_' ""'t~,--.,-lan;}.... l.":j...lr... l....I,. ... u, .;... 7 I a.L-~rJ... ",""" Noble I. Cl't • 1 p • 36 •
 

1621'1arks, C'O. cit. , D. 360.-
163Noble, ~. ci-::. I p. 25. 
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The Scarlet Letter demonstrates,. clearly, the criteria 

of allegorical structu~e: a synthesis of dualities (a lit 

eral/spi~itual bODe), Dream-vision devices, and the talisman-

initiation. ~"~:egc~y, to Hawthorne, was an innate quality 

of his vision--a natural predisposition to find a spiritual 

+-" "6~ . meaning ~~ n&tural ....nlngs.l. ... Regarding The Scarlet Letter, 

it is if:'~:?ortant to recognize his natural allegorical tendency 

as it affects the characters in the narrative. The reality 

of the characters is gradually transformed into.symbolic 

significance, w~ich, paradoxically, becomes a form of supe

rior psychological reality.165 His characters, through a 

synthesis of reality and symbolism, become a superior reality 

--examples of those monodimensional personality. types possible 

in both literal and figurative worlds. 166 

Like the basic synthesis of dualities, the use of the 

devices of the 0ream-visi9n--emblems, threshold symbols, and 

the ordeal or jou~ney--are also recognizable in Hawthorne's 

fiction. The episoce in the Custom House in which the author 

discovers an old foolscap manuscript with the legend of the 

Scarlet ~ette~ creates the historical authority for the 

16 !~:?OS~=-2 I O~ • ci t. , p. 214.
 

l 6 5~ .-. ,....... ~,.. ~ ~- ,"'" .,-. ,--,.; ..L. 5 d

/ ~ .. ~. p. ,an p. 177.":'C\..,. .."'..L::_ I 

166Ibic.. I 176, and for parallels between Hawthorne IS'. 

characters anC:~>.. o.::;e in The Faerie Queene , consult Randall 
Stevlart, "Haw·cr.o __·~-:'2 and The Faerie Queene," PQ, XII (April,
" 9 J J ) 1 a"" ~ ~ -- -c. 
~ ~~ , pp. ~~o-Lvo. 
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~~rrativ~ ~~d establishes one of the Dream-vision modes--the 

extendc~ imaginative projection. The subsequent narrative 

exists as a literal reality, located in Time and Space, only 

by t:J.e :ni::d of the author as he projects his imagination 

frore t~e C~stOd House to the events of the Puritan past. 

1;vhile ~o-c a "faery lc:.nd, "this context serves to place the 

actio::1 of The Scarle-t Let-c.er on a plane of the imagination 

si2ilar to the world of the dream. The threshold symbols 

encountered in the beginning of the narrative further the 

concept of the allegorical form of the action: the rose

bush, traditional symbol of erotic love, growing beside the 

prison coor, is emblematic of Hester and Dimmesdale's erotic 

co~mitment to each other, and its tragic consequences. 167 

7he rosebush as an emblem is superseded by the scarlet 

letter, a sign of the social judgment of an act which Hester 

cannot consider more sinful .than the rosebush itself .168 

~~e symbols complement each other, one anticipating the 

~ . 1 • . '. .other, lti In turn, lS fulfilled. 169 Further definedWDl~e 

by the narrative, the letter becomes a talisman, inseparable 

from its wec:.rer. 170 Its nature is magical, serving as both 

167u' ..- i.onlg, op. Cl>:.., p. 71.
 

l68Loc. cit.
 

l6S:::bid., p. 72.
 

170Ibid., p. 85.
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:.Y,mi.s::c.~:'~;::;:-.t. ;:;;.:~.d s~-.'::"eld, and wher. i-c appears on Dirnrnesdale's 

-,C
(;....> (A.chest and S:"'0:::' in the sky, it becomes a cosmic sym

::::'01. 171 

r~:1e concept of ir.itiation completes the structural 

ciscuss':"on o~ T~e Sca~12t Letter as allegory. The result of 

~awthorne's cra~atization of the initiation in The Scarlet 

Letter appears as a version of the Fall. 172 Adam, destined 

to fall (Di~~esdale), exists in a Garden (the New World) in 

the beginning. 173 Into the Garden comes Eve (Hester)--not 

a New World Eve, but a European one, a child of the Old 

Garden. Pearl, the sign of sin, is a reality in the Puritan 

COa~~unity of saints. What the saints fail to recognize is 

t~at with Eve also comes redemption--they do not see in 

~cst.er ~he XaGonna and Child which would be immediately ap

'~arer.t ~o a Papist, aware of his own sin through Adam. 

Ctillingswordl is a portrait of the "true American"--the New 

Acam--who s~ands alone in the presence of nature and God. 174 

vJitnessing t~e failure of Eden through sin-as-act, yet not 

willing to ad~it a similar sin-as-state, Chillingsworth 

pledges ~i~sel= to uncover the identity of Pearl's father, 

l7lLoc . cit. 

172waggone~, ~. cit., p. 55. 

173Noble, Ope cit., p. 25. The following explication 
~~stracted from p~ 25-33. 

::"'74Ibid., p. 4L 
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thereby ridding the Garden of the traitor and the world of its 

mystery.175 T~e recognition by Dimmesdale of his true nature 

as human, therefore sinful, brings with it the 'traditional 

lot of sinful humanity--death. But Chillingsworth, having 

failed his own pledge (through Dimmesdale's self-revelation) 

and t~ere~y =~iling to answer the literal mystery of paternity 

and t~e coswic mystery of the nature and generation of sin, 

~oes ~o~ die~-he disappears. Chillingsworth as symbolic of 

-c.."'.e fa::"::"acio\ls concept of the "true American"--the New Adam 

w~:.o does not admit his humani ty--continues, and like the 

Wancering Jew, emerges again and again in American fiction. 176 

~~is fai::"ure of the initiation in The Scarlet Letter is cen

~ral to the allegorical interpretation of the work. 

Through the use of the basic synthesis of dualities, 

~~e Dream-vision devices of imaginative projection, thresh

;:,::"d sy:-,-2;ols, and the talisman-initiation motif, the Scarlet 

~ctte~ demonstrates its allegorical structure. The final 

deter~i~aL.ion of its allegorical form lies in its use of 

verba::" ~odes characteristic of allegory. 

The first of the allegorical verbal modes, analogy, 

may be identified in Hawthorne's use of allusion, in which 

he employs L.ra~itional symbols drawn from the mainstream of 

::"75I}:)id., p. 28. 

176Ibid., . D. 35. 
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Western thought: the wild forest ,and winding path of Error 

(Spenser); 'C:12 =de~-:::"c garden (the Puritan community in the 

:\ew l'JorlCi) '.vi bl .F,dam, Eve, and the Serpent; the devil'sI 

sti~,~tai and the corruption of darkness and holiness of 

sunlight. 177 The analogy through nomenclature is demon

strated in the D&ffieS of his characters: Pearl (of great 

price), Dir:.:::,esdale, (ambivalence), and Chillingsworth (frig

id a~d sterile.)178 The analogy of action with an outside 

event is deko~strable in the scaffold ordeals of Dimmesdale, 

and their parallel, the Crucifixion. A final use of analogy 

may 0e found in the carefully controlled "accidents" which 

allow Chillingsworth to witness Hester's ordeal, and which 

provide for the meeting of Hester and Dimmesdale in the 

forest, prior to his public confession. The accidents are 

necessary to the movement of both the literal narrative and 

figurative meaning. 

The second verbal mode, irony, is also present in The 

Scarlet ~2t~e~.179 Hawthorne adopts an ironic attitude 

toward t:-.e e::.'::'ire <:;-;.c.erlying Eden myth by re'cogni zing the 

logical i~possi0ility of A~ericans defining their indepen

dence from't~e Old World in terms of an Old World theological 

177Pogle, 00. cit., p. 219.
 

178Loc. cit., and Liebowitz, ~. cit., pp. 459-466.
 

179Noble, 00. cit., p. 25.
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myth. 180 Fur~her, the superficial congruence of the New 

\'Jorld Eden with the original Eden ignores the fundamental 

inconsr~ence of Man's nature as imperfect, not perfect. 

This i~congruence is tac~tly recognized in the Puritan com

~~nitYI by the presence of the prison and cemetery.181 

CO~P:2C wit~ i~ony are the pageants or scaffold scenes which 

S2~ve ~o illus~rate both the progress of the literal n~rra-

uive ano. the ~nfolding of the figurative meaning. 182 The 

first scaffold scene occurs at the beginning of the narra

tive, wi~h Hester's public punishment (revelation of the 

fact of sin-as-act); and the third, again in daylight as the 

first, with the public confession of Dimmesdale (public 

revelation of both sin-as-act and sin-as-state.) 

Tn2 Scarlet Letter, as a result of the application of-- . 

the a.efinition of modern allegory 'in terms of nature and form, 

is icentifiable as a work of allegorical narrative fiction. 

is organic, dynamic, and flexible, and based in tradi

~ional and mythical autho~ity; it displays a synthesis of 

dualities (literal/spiritual), a consistent use of Dream-

vision devices (imaginative projection, threshold symbols, 

e~~lems, and ~alisman-initiation, and ordeal); and it 

18C~.oc. Cl-::'.. 

181=::::,:>:., p. 26. 

182HO:-,iS I O'~. cit., p. 144. 
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utilizes ve~bal wodes characteristic of modern allegory 

\~aalogy a~d i~ony). Through this work and others, Hawthorne 

..~~:.:..y be iden'cified as a modern, American allegorist and one 

oi b1e '';;.wo p~incip:::"e progeni,tors of· the tradition of modern 

7\ '1"';'" '=l. • ~_" ..... ..... ~., "'"'r ..,
n."crlCc;. .• a..J..-:-e'::.o~y. 

~he other author whose works may be demonstrated as 

iulfilling the criteria of modern alle~ory is Herman 

Xelville. Melville's self-assumed task, one which could 

easily have become hopeless,was an agonized probing into 

the cosmic mysteries. 183 Melville displays the same ambig

uous attitude toward the Ideal as does Hawthorne; however, 

in his ?hilosophy, it is not the nature of sin but the nature 

v_ the moral and the metaphysical which demands discovery.184 

He is by turns influenced by faith and skepticism. 18S But 

while Hawthorne was undecided as to the nature pf sin, 

Melville conceived of morality as both a state and an action; 

thus a moral figure could exist as innately Good or Evil. 18G 

He found in allego~y the flexibility and breadth of expression 

necessary for his vision of human and cosmic morality.187 

183Curl, ~. cit., p. 14.
 

::.. 84Hoffman, CJ. cit., p. 5.
 

::"35r...,oc. cit.
 

::.. 8 6Wi lliam York '::.'indall, "The Ceremony of Innocence," 
i:c:'or.. Great Moral Di lei.lmaS inLi terature , Past and Present, 
Robert 11. MacIver, (ed.), p:- 75. --- -

187T' . 6Honlg, ~. clt., p. . 
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By considering Mo~y Dick in terms of the nature and 

form of allegory, it becomes apparent that Melville, what

ever else he may have created in Moby Dick, created a dynam

ic and organic allegory which displays the elements necessary 

for its explication as such. 188 This is evidenced in the 

symbol of the whale itself. The whale, Moby Dick, is an 

awesome and te~rible reality, an overwhelming natural force, 

mysterious in its nature and habits. 189 The symbol, Moby 

Dick, is inherent in the real Moby Dick: an awesome, ter

rible, indefinable mystery of the cosmos which is somehow 

operative in the real world (similar to the mystery of the 

nature and generation of sin in The Scarlet Letter.)190 

One grows out of the other and neither is entirely separable 

from the other. By extension, the entire fiction assumes a 

like nature--~he literal quest of the Pequod for the white 

whale is orsa~ically lin~ed to the symbolic quest after the 

indefina;:;:e cos::Ylic ':.:'ruLi. Each quest, with its rami fica tions 

apparent in the characters, is dynamic; each moves forward 

and upward, whi:e simultaneously looking back upon itself. 

l880ther works by Melville explicated allegorically
 
c...re: The Confidence Man, Honig, ~. cit., pp. 82-84;. Billy
 
:~ "L:dd, Tindall, ~. cit., pp. 73-80; and Mardi, Curl, £2..
 
c:::. t. , p. 15.
 

189Curl, Ope cit., p. 39. 

"1 9 G·- . Cl' -l-
l-..;.. ---,oc. 
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:':elville D2.sed his allegorical fiction, Moby Dick, 

not in the authori~y o~ nistory, bu~ in an unprecedented use 

of factu2.1 material, and in so doing created anew literal 

dimension. 191 In ~ Did:, the "overwhelming idea of the 

whale" is the allegorical unit that guides the development 

of the novel. 192 This creative authority is coupled with 

the 8y~hical 2.uthority, paralleling Hawthorne, of the New 

World Eden. l93 Through Ishmael, the reader is led to the 

mvth of Narcissus--the self-worship of the American Adam. 194 
~ -

:~ the myth, the Pequod 2.ssumes the role of the Garden (a 

microcosm of ~he New World) whose inhabitants have departed 

their original home (as the Pilgrims left Europe.) Ishmae.l 

2.nd A..~ab become varieties of Adam, paralleling Dimmesdale 

2nd Chillingsworth. Ishmael, like Dimmesdale, will achieve 

s:?iri~ual salve-tion by recognizing his membership in the 

"sin::"..:l brotherhood of mankind," but Ahab, like Chillingsworth, 

the ~ew World Adam bent on discovering the mystery of the 

cosmos and, in so doing, attaining equality with God, refuses 

to recognize his :1ature as human, and becomes a "diabolisme," 

~C:1su~med by the idea he sought to conquer. 

="9lu'..onlg, ".: -- p. 10'",).o~ ..~., 

~~L·-~ic., p. 113. 

::"02:::oble, ODe ~., p. 35. 

:"SL~Ibid., ~xplication abstre.cted from pp. 35-46. 
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The vehicle of redemption for Ishmael is Queequeg, 

the son of a king, who is sent to work among humble men, 

preaching the doctrine of cosmic charity. As Hester, 

Queequeg, too, is paradoxical--the vehicle for redemption, 

as well as the sinner whom others scorn. In the epilogue, 

Ish~ae: is saved, due to his acceptance of the existence of 

, .
evil ~~ ~uman ~~~~re and rllS rejection of the traditional 

opti~is~ in ~atural goodness. His new knowledge is expressed 

..... l tr.e follo\-li"~.g passage: 

~evertheless the sun hides not Virginia's Dismal 
Swamp, nor Rome's accursed Compagna, nor Wide 
Sahara, nor all the millions of miles of deserts 
and griefs beneath the moon. The sun hides not 
the ocean, which is the dark side of this earth, 
and which is two-thirds of this earth. So, there
fore, that mortal man who hath more of joy than 
sorrow in him, that mortal man cannot be true-
not true. 195 

7he role of water as redemptive, which was Ishmael's concept 

~rom the first, is negated and, rejecting perfection, he 

asserts that man is mortal and achieves his dignity from 

life in an imperfect world. The allegorical nature of Moby 

Dick is ~hus d2~onstrated in Melville's creation of a dynamic 

and organic symbolic fiction whose authority is both creative 

and mythical. 

The form of Yiobv Dick, structure and verbal modes, is 

also identifiably allegorical. In Mbby Dick, the basic 

195Herman ~e~vil:e, Mobv Dick, Charles Feidelson, Jr., 
I - \\ eo. . ) p. 377. 

. 

I 
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structural principle of the synthesis of dualities is demon

strated in the organic nature of the narrative. Reduced 

drastically, the concept that a monomaniac's quest for an 

elusive killer whale is analogous to man's quest for the 

cosmic secret supplies the Dasic allegorical synthesis of 

the fiction. 196 The atmosphere surrounding this synthesis 

and localizing the fiction in Time and Space is a Dream-

vision technique--the extended recollection. Ishmael recalls 

the incidents that c~eate the narrative line and, as is 

allegorically possible, is occasionally replaced by the 

voice of the controlling intelligence (in this case, 

~':elville.) The use of the sea as a setting lends the narra

~ive further quality of the Dream-vision by placing it out-. 

side the .land-bound temporal sphere. 197 A further technique 

of the Dream-vision, the threshold symbol, is present in 

Mobv Dick in the beginning, when Ishmael views the Sunday--" -- , 

c:::'owd gazing sea-ward, and in s'o doing, intimates his own 

forthcoming journey to sea. 198 A third structural aspect 

of allegory in Maby Dick, the talisman and initiation, is 

demons~rated in Ishmael's prolonged initiation ordeal of the 

19 6:·:onig, op. cit., p. 195. 

197 =:~:"'::. , p. 92, and Noble, 00. ci t. , p. 36. 
---"'

198~:0:-;ig, op. cit., p. 197. 
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voyage, which culminates in his recognition of his true 

nature. 199 

7he first allegorical verbal mode, analogy, is iden

tifiable in ~ Dick as the analogy through nomenclature~ 

Mclvil:e names his characters in such a way as to immediately 

identify their princ~?le ?ersonali~y trait: Ishmael (the 

wanderer) and Ahab (the man of pride.) Further, he creates 

an a~~isuous personification in Ahab--a man who is at once 

~oth a mono~aniac and a hero. Analogy through the illumi-

na~lOn of state of mind through action occurs when the crew 

(man as unrepentant) fall into the sea and are crazed or 

killed, and when Ishmael (man as cognizant of his true na

ture) is saved. The analogical "accident" is evident in 

Ishmael chancing to sign on the Pequod and so joining the 

~uest. One example of the second verbal mode, irony, occurs 

in the offer of salvation to the New World Adam through the 

cosmic love of the pagan, Queequeg. 200 Thus, by applying 

~~e definition of modern allegory to Moby Dick, it becomes 

a?pare~~ t~at the novel can be read as allegory in the mod

ern &~erican ~radition and that Melville, like Hawthorne, is 

one of ~he founders of that tradition. 

199 I bid., p. 85.
 

200Noble, OPe cit., p. 39.
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The explications and evidence presented here are by 

no means thorough and exhaustive. They are meant to suggest 

the existence 0: a modern allegorical tradition in American 

literature 0: the nineteenth century, not to prove conclu

sively an~ exclusively, that premise. That such a tradition, 

e~CO~?~3slng philosophy, literary method, and critical ap

p~oach, coes exist seems~apparent. It is on the basis of 

~~e existence of this tradition, and the application of the 

proposec definition of modern allegory, that a critical 

exanination of the works of Mark Twain--especially The 

Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc-~as allegory will be 

justified. 



CEAPTER IV 

Y~RK TWAIN k\D T3E Al~RICfu~ I~TH: ALLEGORIES OF INNOCENCE-- ---.- -- 

Before considering any of Mark Twain's works in terms 

of allegory, the teffiperament of the man who created them 

should be exa~ined. His artistic temperament was influenced 

by a persona:.i ";::.y w:-.ich was fundamentally paradoxical, cog

nizant of the existence of evil, and thoroughly moralistic. 

T~ese traits may indicate a predisposition to the allegorical 

wode and its dualistic, symbolic, and didactic characteris

tics. 

Much has been written concerning Twain's life and 

psychology, but only one thing can be stated as fact: the 

man was, and remains, a paradox. In order to approach his 

fiction, it is essential to realize that "nothing is simple 

in Mark Twain, especially in matters of the spirit: every

thing is aIT~ivalent, ambiguous, shot through with counter

.::..::"~-.)Ulses . ,,201 Throughout his li£e, Twain mixed fact with 

fiction and fiction with facts, creating a maze of incon

sistenci2S v/:-,ich have not yet been--and probably never will 

~2--dis~il:2c ~y his biographers and critics into an accurate 

2~lS2yr:;our L. Gross, "Mark Twain and Catholicism," 
Critic, ~~II (April-May, 1959), 12. 
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definition of the man who was Mark Twain. 202 This paradox, 

his being two dispa~ate entities simultaneously, is the one 

aspect of Twain's personality which seems to exert the great

est influence on his art. It can be seen as operative in 

c:ne intcllecc:ual, social, political, and economic spheres of 

his temperament. 

All his life Twain nurtured a g~owing intellect and 

read widely in history, science, and other factual materi 

als. 203 His education was comprised, in great part, of 

these readings, and he was able to postulate and formulate 

theories (including the calculation of distances in space by 

light years); yet he is the same man who, by virtue of his 

Missouri demeanor, best answers Whitman's plea for the "power

ful uneducated" man and great II Answerer-. 1\ 204 Twain IS 

literary tastes (ironically he preferred fact to fiction) 

were mercurial and varied, including Goethe, Cervantes, 

Boccaccio, Gil BIas, Dumas, and Voltaire. 205 He admired the 

New England school of American writers--Whittier, Emerson, 

Thoreau, and Lowell--disliked Poe, labeled Hawthorne and 

2~2=~w~rd c. Wagenknecht, Mark Twain: The Man and 
.,.~. ..; ,- T yo'"';,- -" ~	 -
.:-~_s 0-:,-, ;:I. l,;. 

203----~d
~., 101 . 'p. 

2C4Loc. cit., and Newton Arvin, "Mark Twain: 1835
1935,"	 ~ew-RepubITc, LXXXIII (June 12, 1935), 125.
 

205Wagenknecht, ~. cit., pp. 40, 25.
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Molvi lIe as "obscl:re." 2°6 11owever, Robert Browning, despite 

his "obscuri-ty," was among Twain's favori te poets. 

Socially, Twain was caught between his desire to con

form to the conven~ions cictated by nineteenth century 

&~erican culture and an inner need to break away.207 He was 

a prisoner of his own provincial 90nventionality and rebel 

to its oppressive orthodoxy.208 His own pen name--Mark 

Twain--demonstrates his paradoxical social behavior. There 

is st~ong evidence to support the name's origin as a Nevada 

barroom convenience meaning "two drinks," and as such would 

brand its bearer as an overindulgent partaker of spirits. 209 

This connotation, though completely acceptable in the West, 

would have been very embarrassing in Hartford, Connecticut 

and thus Twain's explanation that he borrowed it from an 

acquaintance of his pilot days.210 

On a broader social plane, Twain expressed a demo-

crat's warm dislike of monarchy as an institution and most 

206Ibid., p. 33. 

207Tony Tanner, "Samuel Clemens and the Progress of 
a Stvlistic Rebel," British Association for American Studies 
Bull~tin, N. S. #3 (Decernber, 1961), p. 32. 

208VQrnon Louis Parrington, Main Currents in American 
~~oug~t: A~ Interpretation of .~Jerrcan Literature-from the 
6eginni~gs~co 1920, Vol. III-,-90. 

209p.:...ul Fatout, "Mark Twain's Nom de Plume," American 
Literature, XXXIV (March, 1962), 6. 

210Loc. cit. 
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monarchs as indivi~uals.211 He loathed the cruelty and pre

tense -ehey represented c..nd "flayed I-the] dead lions of 

" d -' " ,. h ' , -' d .... r:.ey personl• f'1.ed 212 Y t $:Leu a.i.-lsrn """ ..l:'C .. , ne be.LleVG , -l-' . e 

for all his condemnations, he gladly accepted their favor 

c..nd, before he died, had performed before most of the 

crowned heads of Europe; he even paid a personal visit to 

t:-:.e Czar during the voyage of the Quaker City. 213 Finally, 

while ~is social conscience was sympathetic to the plight of 

the working classes whose condiiions forced them to strike~ 

he denounced their actions in his portrayals of the "mob."214 

Intellectually an educated ignorant, socially a con

ventional rebel, Twain was politically a patriotic dissenter. 

\-;hile being extremely patriotic regarding the Idea of America 

a~j t~e institutions which guarantee freedom and justice, 

Twain condemned'the blind patriotism of "my country, right 

or wrong. ,,2::'5 From 1890 onward Twain struggled with a 

21::'Wagenknecht, OD. cit., D. 229. 
~ 

212· . 126Arvln, op. clt., p. . 

2l3Louis J. Budd, "Twain, Howells, and the Boston
 
Nihilists," 1'\2'>1 Enqland Quarterly, XXXII (September, 1959),
 
351. 

21~Tanner, o~. cit., P. 304. Examples of Twain's
 
denunciation of the-Mob may be seen in Col. Sherburn's
 
arraignment of the lynching mob,Hank Morgan's reversal in
 
his attitude toward "the people," and Joan of Arc's des

truction by the very people she fought to free.
 

215Wagneknecht, . 
~. cit., p. 229. 
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6isi~teg=a~i~g ~~&S2 of ~2~~~=~cy--t~e :·and of promise had 

Dcco"-::e -::'h:COuS:l::.he _-c:;..::; t of r:,o:-:.cy at"d pOvler no mo:ce than any 

. . -.' .,.... --. - ",,--.~othc:.: ':"':~.-:,) 22:" l2.. ";"l.3~":' ~ ... l...<... i".. ..... v ... _ '-_ ... '-A. vlas, 2..5 SUCL"l, to be de-

n.c-~nC2G.~ =:: ~ 6 ~he t:.:~~~ ~2~~~d ~~y of 7wain's declarations 

Cv~CC~~~~S ~2eyic~ C~~ c. ~ t2 __~~-.~.~ ~:2c.. o:;.ly by :.:ecognizing the 

"': .,...., ..-~,-. '--' r 
.Lspeci=ic :":"':".2..;-2 0= ~'~.:.-~-.2Y:':' Cc.. :-... ~ _ ....~ ........ ... ll.l.. ... ~ ........
 

?i~_~:YJ ~wa~~ W&S, ?er~~?S, most p~~adoxical with 

:':2ga:.:~ to ~i3 eco~omic convictions. Like nearly all human 

-~l~C-C ~~ w~c ~ r~~c~~~-:c~217J>.J ............. ~ ..... I .L"",,-, Ci.>.J Q. .... lc..l-c,J-.- ....................... L-. He happily accepted life
 

i~ Eartfo~6, Con~ecticut, wit~ i~s p:.:estige, ~oney, and 

co:nfort_. 2 '::" 3 Bu·-:- ~'"'.'l'or2.12.y ::-... 2 cr:Z4f2Q. agc:.i.:1st tl1e rCla~::.erialism 

'i,,'lt'licn he saw G.e:.:;troying ·C:-... 2 1~..:r~cric2:1 Dre2.:zn. Publicly he 

":-r -:.:':l.court.ed '-.1. ... 1..:: ":.:.-o ::'ber b3.rons" z...r.:.d r:~c.:.c.2 ::lan.y acquaintar..ces on 

\~~ll Street, but p:.:iv3.tely ~e co~ceDned t~eir greed for 

i-,' '\ -'"'r'':::' -' ','l ~i= -. ": -. ~ --, ,.....:::-. 2 2. 9.,.oney c. •• l.4 _ •• __ ,-,1;:;1.\....'0'. 

..:--..,..." ::':t.'","", 
1"... ..... 1.:.::.1..1./~\·]2i~---:. i.s, a paL.'"ado:< .. ~ot a schizophrenic who 

s~i£~s =~o~ G~2 2A~~2~e to ~ne other, ~e is a psychological 

~2/ ~~~~~~~~y3~a~hl~~~~~,T:;~~~ka~eal~~sI~~~~e~~o~istory, 
~=G~~l:-... i~:..=-: ?rOH'. s-'~. P2ters~urg ~o Ese'ldorf, II '='exc:s Stuc.i-es
 

Er:~~ l.i,- S :1 I XX:{VII (1958) , 23.
 

2l7--,~ '~--rrc ~ .,-,---: -. "--.,,--" r",-_,~~ '~Do~ "C>.~. An.;.\. ...... c..:._c.._ ........ u • ...-:..->...L.l...C~\..1 _'~"':"' .........\. lWCi....i.::1::, c:.::s'9G..l.L-. .I.
 

=:-:?la:'lat.=-o:-l 2-:'"';. 'TE:r:~:1s of Eis :-Il1I"tlarii ty, II Soutll. Atlantic
 
Q~2rte~lYl XXXIV (Oc~ober, 1935), p. 3'61.
 

,...~ - '::'- .:- ..............~.~=...'.:... .. D. 363 .
I 

2 ~ S .__ ....; ..-.r~ s Le ary I rl ;~:-:e :3 c..:'-l:(ru:?tcy of [o'ia.::ck s:\.\'~in I
 

C&:~Y2~:. ~:~ (1959), ? ~7~ ~w~~n~s ~-~all Street acquaint

~~C2S, ~G~:~2~ by virt~2 o~ ~is ~=iendship with Henry Rogers,
 
i~cl~~2~ ~~d~ew Car~2sie a~d ~oth William and John
 
Roc~{.e=2':12r. 

II 
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phenO~2hO~ wtich in~esr~~es, sim~ltaneouslYI total opposites 

~y dec12ri~g bo~n com?~e~e ~a2?i~2ss ~nd fundamental des-

Dai::::-. 22C His ~e~?2~a~e~~ is s~c~ ~hat it inco::::-porates these 

C~?OSi~2S a~6 ble~ds th2~ i~~o ~ )e=so~ality which is not 

conscio',,:;,s of its own l,)L..~3.;:::;:,~~es / ::::"":" ~ ogerates as an integrated 

w:-.ole. 

-~~·~""~h2 S ....:.:l,.....v ...... 1,.,...,. aspect of Twain's Personality which inevit 

..; ~..-. -= - . ~ ~''-' ,-.., -=-" ,::: :.-.. -; -. ,~ ably ..L ... .1.L ..... \....I.c.; ..... "'-I...-L.I,. ... :.. ..... ~ c..~C,::, was 2~r~y perception of the 

exiS~2~ce 0= 2vi:. W~i~e ?~~so~a~ t~agedies may hav~ ac

coun~ed ~or his fi~al eru?~~on of pGssimism, the ?rime 

h",,,,,,, ~--"'c- 2.'''+- -'-'''ch ear: ~ ~r 221sources mus~ h~ve A-ICI..,;;: ...... ~ .... c ...... ~_ ... '- .... u ... .1. ..... ..L'c::. Twain's
 

fiction supports this co~j2c~~re ~nd yields evidence of a 

prolonged incubation ~e~iod du~ing which the pessimism, 

~ittern2ss, and cynicism ~anifes~ed themselves in ever

-; ,.. ~r~'~' s -: -~~. ~ nt ~1" s" '"'\7 222............ L c~ .. ~ ..L. c ...... ...I... '- .....
 

~wain's perception of evil began in his boyhood. His 

early years we::::-e often mc..~~ed with ~~e horro::::-s ~nd sorrows 

, .0:: li::e, arlO I:lS s2~-:si~i ve s~')~ri -c: (la~gely due to his moth

er's influence) enabled him to interpol~te mo::::-al significance 

220 i ..7:::<C-r-=:. i .. -~- ,-..", .., ,.......,_. -:- ','-, /u,.....·c::
.. Y"\o,.......,n

.- ........ ..!I...-J. \.. ...... c'- ..... , ,"--,',..J. ~"I ~ • ..- -..I.
 

22l·-,0"" ',~::."-,·~,,,-r .. ,--,~...,c '0'''''- ,,··-,-o.--~c-n--rn'~e Desp"'ir ooC__ ... ..;. .................... ~I...- .... I .... _... ,.o...J -J \..- ...~ •• \.:::. ..... ~ C4.... ,.l1J. l",4 ..l-


Eonry __~c:.:-:.s 2.:.". .:5. Iv:c::ck '='vlai:."~/"?~oCiern Age, V (1961), p. 299. 

~L~~~~,~., D. 308. ~~ere is evidence tha~ Twain1s
 
")oss':":,1i5:::: e:~-,2':g2C.- .:..::~ fic::':"on. G:.S ea.rly G:.S 1870 , for i:1e haC.
 
j2en ""C.oyi::g vl:-tJ1 h.is 1Ibi:::;l(~ii__ ·:'7~-;.2-C is l'.1an?--since t~nat date;
 
he also tolc:. Livy tha.t he :-.c:..d ::'e2n a pessimist since he was
 
eighteen years old.
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i:: -e.o t.}-~2Se ~~~~??y,occur~e~c2s.223 ~e daily witnessed the 

"lesser" ~-:::.::-oci-;:v of hUI:'lc~l-:' :=.eings '-slaves: denied their 

human :'::-:'S>... ts ~y conventio:-,ally II good Il people. 224 He reacted 

with a g=ea~er degree of emd~ion to events which would not 

b-ve ~::- c~~~~~-ly c~nc~~~-c~ ~\1 ~ lecs DerceDtl"ve nature 225... c.. w\;..;,.c ..... ..... _ ........ __ UJ.. v ... ~~ ......... '-- .... cu ~.... Co .... J-,i... •
0....1 0...1 

The Civil ~a:.::- p=ovi~cd Twain wi~h an opportunity to observe 

hUilla~i~y, ill~e~ican hu~ani~y en :~asse, and the result was a 

T"Y"+-"'~:>-~ ~ n-'-c.ncl°.c~ c·"'c_~ ~.'" 0":: '~'l" S dave' O'~l" ng pesslomlo sm 226...... \..4....1.. \,.". ...... \-..J... ..L. L.c ....... .1...- I,.,..,. "- ...... 1....1.1,... .L ... .I, e..&-;;! •
 

Later, he presen~ed a~ a??al~ing picture of governmental cor-

V", '.; .,..., ':",., ....:....~ ,_"::l. ro,.!. -:: ~.'~; 7',,.-...,.r-,... -.."-; 1.-.. __ ....- --..... d t"""'" ..... .L
~ ,Jt~O.l _ •. c.. ~c \..:;';".LC,_,--, l""'c"C:, sa.Q_y, .,c: .... ea.J.lze, .>.1e governmenc.. 

was only a result, not a cause, of the corrup~ion. He saw 

that A~erica haQ failed to fulfill the promise of 1776, and 

no measure of social :.::-eform could remedy what was, at root, 

-'-'"", "=""'c.'cc-'",,,,c_-, co- ,~--""+--i 0'" 0"= n'u'''''-'-'n n~+-ure 227t-...... .J... J \.-..... ..L.. .. ~ "- • Twain'sL. .... J.c ....I.. .......llLe ...... ,,-Co...L. L... .... _.I. ':'LLCi.
 

final despair r2ac~ed beyo~d himself to encompass all human

ity, for human ~eings, he believed, were innately and inal

-.:e=ably evil. 228 

223 r,J-co .... ....,'··"ecc,c- OD ..-...; .-!
'''J:~J •~ c..:.. ':J e:: ........~...... 1 ... '- / _. "-'_:.....4..-./ 9, 20C
- ... 

224 N'1 -l-.., T a~ ...,c' liThe Late:c Sat-ire of f.-1ark' Twain,1I The-",-L.Ci.. ~ ..J....I,J.j, 

):idwest Quarterly, II (Aut.umn, 19(0), p. 37. 

22 5T'D~r'1 ,D. 36 ....:... ......... 1....... • ....
 

226 II ",",70 c~ Vl' 1 Tc,c-+-ers 'c"" =','/'l ~ -=..., LfeY"lo tage VIIIy,I--o '/' II....:....\.. ..&- -"'- i.Q.-. .J..J1.;:;4..-\".. , _ ..... _.'-.~ ........ ~ ....... L.-.. ... J. __ ..... _ /
 

(Octobe: j 1957) p. 63.
I 

" ,227·:"~C:(~-~_-~~(:-lecht; OPe Clt. ~')~~ .. 229-230. 

r,l .. 7 -, -, "(""\ " - '22 S r.r c:..:=-... ::·_C:::- , "Despa'::'r of I"lc:..rk p. 299, and Lal:-:.g,__ Vii C--"'- ...... , 

C':J. cit.,?_ ~7. 
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Perhaps because he had been bo~n during &~erica's era 

of national optimis~l Twain had acqui~ed the dream of hope 

and the belief in ~a~e possibili~y of human goodness. 229 

But wi~h his perception he was able to see that the dream 

was a ho~~o~ faca~2 and tha~ a belief in human nature would 

l~~o.' --~v:_=~ y L ~-~~~C.-\.7 ~-~ c.~;S~llusl'onment 230 Hl'S ~as..,L.,~U I .... _ ... 1..::...• .....:..... t..-"'--.-J..... L. O L....I.- G..':Jl",::; ...:. u............. ........L...L .&. • Vw
 

'c::.e s"~ea t.es-t t~as-ed.y for ever having believed at all. 

The final aspect of 1wain's personality which helped 

~eterIDine ~he ~or~ of his art was that of the moralist. 

Despite his phi~oso?hy of deter~inism, Twain was thoroughly 

ffio~alis~ic.231 There was ~2V2r a time when he was indif

fere:-l"::' to co~ruptior., c~ueL:.y 1 or vice; he was always willing 

to go to battle fo~ tr~th, ~o~al good, and justice. 232 He 

was deeply concer~ed with the moral depravity apparent among 

the so-ca~led a~bi~ers o~ ~~erican thought whose hypocrisy, 

- -~ '""' ~"~ .... ' -'- d ~ ~: -- c : -; ~ 'J ~- . - 1") d h' 233 H d-
C.~SllV.. ,,-.:> ....y, an v~ ..... _o~~ ~,::;norG.nce G.ppG.~~e lID. • e e 

nQunced ~ational i~~oralit.ies--the S?anish-American War 

and the ~hillipine conques~--and recoiled frOID the vision 

229vTag"enknec:--:.t, ODe cit., p. 212, and Tanner, "Despair 
.::: Y; k rl ~" 30 - - -

o~ ~.ar .Lwa .... n, p. .L. 

230Loc. cit.. 

2 31Waaen~<:nech t , aD. ci~., p. 224.'-! 

232==;):~C." p. 2~7. 

;33"-' -'--.-,-~- Y"I B-.' -''-'"':.'" il""'~::::l'~ Tn ~'"l'j M 1- '- ....~_ ~o.. l'lG.r,'.. .LWc:.l .. , ~ encKen, and 'TheJG.DCU'-..oA, 

2ighe~ Goofyis:",' ,Ii fu--:lericar:. Quart:erly, XVI (Winter, 1964) , 
p. 592. . 
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0:::: the ~~'"'.-~e~ i C~:. \';l:OS e m~tGrial progress had outstripped 

~ ~ co ..,.-..., r ..... -..... :: -1 "~'---.:'-:' "-~;:: h-"::: ~",.c"-'roved h';m 23L::n ..... t:=) ... ~.v~ ............... ~J ....... V"""",,-~..J';":) c;..., ............... c..\...ol" Uc>-J .... _ .... ......l.l • He also de-


r:cuncec. 'Jri V2...::c i:.:nl~~orali"cies w:"li ch he considered equally 

,.'r.",,~'~;: ~-- ",'-' e 235 
L,.. ...... ::! G.. ... '-v ... _~.-J..... • Like the sreat ~oral idealists of earlier 

c:.ses, 'l.'\tJair: se-t his hopes <:-.:-.d ic.,c:als far beyond the reach of 

;..-- "'''' ~, : -.j -,-.; ~ 236•• ,-<ma.•• poss .... ;:)~..L~ l.. .... G::S. Tl'12 symbolic level of his fiction 

expresses his realization o~ the fundamental reality of 

life: t~at ber:eficient progress toward human moral goodness 

is impossible, and the only direction in which man moves is 

~~7toward evil and despair.~~ 

X2..rk Twain, as a ?ersonali~y, may thus be considered 

as having a temperament which could readily influence Mark 

nvain, the artist, in the creation of literary allegory. A 

=urther cor:sideration of the man, as an artist, supports 

this con-c.eY:-cion. 

Mark ~wair:, as a literary artist and craftsman, 

exhibits the sa~e characteristics of paradox, perception, 

and mora:is~ which are evident in his personality. He 

23(""'-",,'~r~ "'_-_'-·Q'~'(-,-.·or.:-t II r"wa:n--A Ll'terary 'l'ncoln0 II.....J-....l-.J.- .... ..--. \...... .. , ......... s"-- __........... \",.,,L.L I ...... ..L. ...I..J,
 

S~turdav Review ~_ ~iterc.ture, XXXIV (January 20, 1950), 
~,.. 

'). ~o. 
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openly expresses & ~~eo~y of li~e~ary art which contradicts 

, ,both his priv~~e reflectio~s on MC~l.e s~~ject of literature, 

and his ac~~al practice as a writer o~ fiction. His treat

ffient o~ Realism anp Romanticis:~, his concept of humor, and 

his literary theory and wethods de~onstrate an artistic 

d~ality of concept and practice and support a potential for 

the creatio~ of allegory. 

Realism, in the late nineteenth century American 

literature, was primarily concerned with the representation 

o~ literal rea:i~y and was ~ased in part on the concept of 

a discontinuity of Time (the past had no effect on the pre

sent &~d should be rejected as meaningless.) 238 The radical 

changes occurring in the 1890's could only be accepted if, 

as the realists believed, a continuum of history and moral

ity were renounced. 239 Twain seems to support this view in 

one of his noteboo:-: e:1tries: 

There is in ~i~e only one moment and in eternity 
only one. It is so b~i2f that i~ is represented 
by the flitting of a ~~~inous mo~e through a ray 
of sunlig~t-~it is visible but a fraction of a 
second. The moments ~hat receded are . . . for
gotten and are without value; the moments that 
have not been lived have no exis~ence and will 
have no value except in the moment they are lived. 240 

238Roger B. Salomon, i. Reali sm as Di s inheri tance : 
Twain, Howells, and James, JI American Quarterly, XVI nvinter, 
1964), p. 532. 

239:Lb:_d., p. 533. 

2{~O:~-JCC. cit. 
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The Realis,tic artist was, a reporter, a commentator, or a 

psychologist, but not a creative artist. 241 Again Twain 

assents wi"ch a concept of narrative "where you follow the 

fortu~es of two or three people and have no more plot than 

life has. ,,242 The Innocen·ts l'o.broad illustrates Twain's 

allegiance to realis~ in passages containing parodies of 

and jibes at Medieval and ~enaissance art, institutions, 

and morals. 24,3 HOvleve::.:-, tr-.ere is a di fference between what 

Twain says--in notebooks and direct comment--and what he 

actually does, because for Twain, realism had its limita

tions.2~4 

While intellectually committed to realism, he was 

emotionally and artistically involved with romance. 245 

The representation of literal, empirical truth was not com

patible in prac~ice wi~h an artist who could also say that 

II,CO exaSS'era~e i.:. 'c:-.e o-.:.-....y \'lay I can approximate the 

truth."246 The ·cru-c.h, for Twain, could not be presented 

241Ibic.., p. 537.
 

242Loc. cit.
 

243I6id. , pp. 535 - 5 3 7 •
 

24!1=~ic.. I p. 538.
 

::'':..:S=~cc. cit. 

:~>.. 0Sy,.::-,~-.c:! J'. Krause, "Twai~'l' s Method and Theory of
 
:or:lposi ti()~"'., I, . .'cc.ern Phi lology, LVI (February, 1959),
 

175. 
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apart from a ca:eful distortion of reality. Fu,rther, Twain 

was corr~itted--a committment which deepened and intensified 

with his artis~ic develo?me~t--~o a sense of a moral and 

historic con~inuum.2~7 Ee was aware of a sense of the past 

and set most of his major works in the past. The very 

sources of his art rested on foundations he could not ration

ally justify.2~8 Ee w~s eternally divided, occupying two 

different and hostile modes of ex?erience: the tangible 

\!orld or realism ar.d tr~e in-cangible world of imagination 

~~d memorv . 249 It is t~is division--the intellectual com~ 

mitment to realism ~r.d t~e creative commitment to the 

imagin~tion--that enables an allegorist to synthesize the 

dualities of ~lesh and spirit into an organic unity.250 

The second aspect of Twain as a literary artist which 

predisposes him to allegory is his treatment and concept of 

n-cmor. From the beginnirs of his career in literature, Mark 

~vain was more than a humorist and was deeply concerned if 

his readers saw only t~2 nUffior. 251 The humor in his fiction 

actually exists as isola~ed points running 'the entire length 

2~"7S~10ffion, "Realism as Disinheritance," p. 544.
 

:2 4 8=_ ~ ~. I p. 5 41.
 

2~9-;- ,",' ,,~ . •
.4-.1~",... ,---,, 

250~,'T; .... ,,, ..., "'" ""cht Man and Work, p. 107.~''-·;jC.l......'\...I..l. ... I 

251Ivan Benson, Mark Twai~'s Western Years, p. vii, 
'-'~c.' T"-~·"~-rr·cl-,t '"a =>n-a' T,T_'~'k r ;:;7.:........... V" ~':Jc.: ...... ~ ... J..:.c , ';:'1 n __ ~I !!. •
..L.1. _u- ..J 
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of a narrative which has as its basis the author's fundamen

tal perceptions of life and morality.252 While of the Josh 

Billings-Artemus Ward tradition, Twain's humor differed from 

many of its predecessors in that he took what had been pre

viouslv onlv comic situatio~s or ideas and created from them 
-~ 

situations expressive of &~2rica's most complex moral dilem

mas. 253 These humoro~s situations and ideas were used 

to s~rip man of his pretensions, his fig leaves, 
Dis good conduct medals; to prick the irridescent 
b::bb::"es of arrogance and pomp~sity; to puncture 
c~erished illusions; to hold a loony mirror to his 
misery and show what an ungainly creature he really 
is. 254 

Twain saw the absurdities of &~erican culture and undertook 

the task of showing these "sanctified idols" for what they 

really were. 255 He had an inordinate capacity for discover

~ng relationships betwee~ disparate things, and an ability 

~O pene~rate the hollowness of co~~on assumptions and reveal 

cheir basic reality.256 :'::n "The Curious Republic of 

Gondour," he used his capc..city as a humorist/moralist to 

satirize the pretensions and fallacies of the Great American 

2S2Soengemann, OD. cit., o. xiv.-' -- 
253Babcock, "The Higher Goofyism," p. 593, and 

Spengemann, OJ. cit., p. xv. 

25(BabcocK., "The Higher Goofyism," p. 589. 

-- -" ~'-255Loc . .....'- '--. 

256Loc . cit. 
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Dream; in the same capacity he gave the definitive title to 

his own era, The Gilded Age. 257 Perhaps the best example of 

Twain's ability to synthesize humor and morality is his 

series of editorials concerning the Byron scandal. 258 

These editorials reveal a creator whose moral convic

tions allowed him to sincerely condemn a man for sexual 

extravagance, and a~ the same time, satirize the furor which 

such denunciations had caused. 259 Twain realized the basic 

incongruity operative in the Byron scandal--the moralistic 

minds of his century, not realizing the absurdity of their 

reaction, condemned both man and poet. 260 Twain condemned 

the man heartily, but was able to present further moral 

stricture by satirizing t~e £oolishness which condemned the 

poetry--something which he, as an ~rtist, fully realized was 

beyond ~he re~lm of social and conventional morality.26l 

By his own ac..E,ission, and one supported by his work, Twain 

257rp-"'~'~-:or..... CO' ... "D-:osoa-:...... '"" of'.... L .. ~..... rpW"'l'Ci. n "p • 300.1. ... J.c, c:: __ V-.".·l. ..... .I. , •J.. ... ~

258-:::lc"l 1='-',"'''''oe'"" 1I>;;a'~~- ., .. .=; th-:o Bvron SC-:1d--,l " ....... -.....l. ....... -'- ~....)c;..~... J. ..L- , J..J. _J"\.. c.. ...... l...O. ... c:: -'- ... c:..~ c;o. ,I
 

;''':'"":''~2rican L:':"·=2::Z';.C.:::"e:, xxx (J~~l.1.:~rv, 1959), D. 484. There is 
C;.l~ost no--c..0u~~ Z~C;.~ Twain actually wrote these editorials, 
since his Q~?loY=2~~ as editor of the Buffalo Express, the 
newspaper i~ which they were first printed, coincided with 
the da~es on which they appeared. The style, language, and 
context are the same as other writings by Twain of the same 
period--1869. 

259Loc. cit. 

260Loc. cit. 

261Loc. cit. 
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used humor to serve the cause of moral instruction: "I have 

always preached . . If the humor came of its own accord 

and uninvited, I have allowed it a place in my sermon, but 

I was not writing the sermon for the sake of the humor."262 

The sermon deepe~ed its satiric thrust as Twain's own bitter

ness deepened and intensified and, in his later works of 

satiric allegory, was directed specifically at moral jUdgment 

and revelation. 263 

Finally, Twc:.i::: l s cO:1cepts of literary theory and his 

methods of literary practice illustrate his potential as an 

allego~ist. Twain insisted upon the unconsciousness of his 

art, but this insistence, which was influenced by the 

Coleridgian bias in favor of unconscious creation~ is modi

fied both by Twain's ability to postulate sound literary 

theory and by this actual method of creation. 264 Although 

he considered himself an unconscious artist--at least public-

ly--he was also an artist capable of conscious, deliberate 

literary craftsmanship. 

262Wagenknecht, }~a;:;. and ~70rk, p. 217. 

263Laing, ~. cit., p. ~7. 

264xrause, OD. ci~., p. 172, and Wagenknecht, Man and 
Work, p. 49. For all his emphasis on spontaneity, Twain --
still held tha-c: "Literature is an Art not an insDiration. 
It is a trade, so to speak, and must-s8 learned--o~e cannot 
'pick it up' ," :-crause; op. cit., p. 177. 
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~w~~~ ?resen~ed four major,principles of literary 

theory i~ ~n essay which condem~ed Cooper and Scott for 

viol~ting them. 265 The Zour qualities which literature must 

exhibit, according to Twain, are: formal integrity, inher

ent probability, consistency of style and character, and 

truth to n~~ure.266 Further in the essay he adds a fifth 

necessary qu~lity" the responsibility of art to inculate 

v~rtue and discourage vice. 267 Twain's ability to enumerate 

specific aesthetic standards implies his own conscious aware

ness of his role in the creation of art. 268 

Further evidence of this conscious awareness may be 

found in his letters to Master David Watt Bowser. These 

letters and their evidence that Twain could consciously 

recreate a scene a~c minipulate it to suit his artistic 

purposes' c02:?letely undercut. not only Twain I s insistence on 

his "u:'1co:-... scious" art,but also previous critical evalu

c.~io::s oZ :-li:n which were based on his "necessity" to 

visit-or-revisit a scene and then report what he had 

2 r
oJXrause, ~. cit., p. 167. 

266:S0C. ci-t. 

~r7 

~o Wase~knecht, Man and tvork, pp. 148, 51. 

268Xrause, OD. cit., p. 168. 
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obse:::-ved. 269 Twain could shape his reality as he chose, and 

whatever a specific scene illeant was not dependent on geograph

ical fact, but rather on inaginative conception. 270 

Consistent with T~ai~'s co~scious artistic endeavors 

... was his nethod of co:rL;?OS l1:lon. ?ore~ost among his techniques 

o~ writing was re-reading. He was an avid proof-reader and 

reviser, often destroying whole manuscripts which, although 

?C~ 

~0:Jpascal Covici, "Dear iv~as"cer Wa"ctie: The ?1ark Twain
D2.vic:. Watt Bowser Le-c."cers, II South'llest Review, XLV (Spring, 
1950), p. 121. Bernard DeVo1:o and Professor Kenneth S. Lynn 
both had y prior to Walter Blair's conclusive proof concern
ing the da1:2s of creation of Huckleberrv Fin:l., based their 
criticis~ on Twain's need to revisit the river and the 
Mississip?i Valley in order to create the work. Although 
these dleories have some validity, since Blair's scholarship, 
o1:her evidence has come to light concerning ~dain's ability 
to recreate a fictional context and utilize it to suit his 
artistic purposes. The Bowser letters have furnished fur
ther support with Twain's description of his pilot days to 
young David: 

Ivould I live it over again ~nder certain conditions? 
Certainly I would! The main condition would be, that 
I should ernergefron boyhood as a 'cub pilot' on a 
.>Iississippi boat anc. that I should ... become a pilot 
and renain one. The minor conditions would be these: 
su:-:v:'.er al"l1ays i the nagnolias at Rifle Point always i:1 
bloo:::; _ . . the river always bankfull . . . the middle 
\·li::"'CC>. : o:-lly) on I'iloonligh t nights . . . in surnmer moon
lit nis~~s it (I'iliddle watch) is a gracious time espec
ic..:"~,y i:':: :::cie:-.:.c~s have stayed up to keep O:1e company 
and sing ~nd s~oke and spin yarns . . . but two decades 
hav~ don~ ~heir work upon them and half are dead, the 
res~ ~ca~~ered, and the boat's bones are rotting five 
=~~~c~s deep in Madrid bend. 

~wai~ w~s obviously able to create from his imagination and 
~o see the reality beyond the d~eam. 

270Loc. cit. 
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the results of ~o~ths of wo~k, were not satisfactory to his 

~.C)c:';"'--",,-; ~ -i"c.~c'--'e·-·- usually havingS ';"'rl· c'-\... c.c ..........._ .. \:,; ........... c ..;\..4. .,; ... u ... .L\..." 271 As he wrote,
\... 

several mah~scripts in progress ~~ a time, he kept a close 

chec~ o~ his materials and allowed himself enough leeway for 

revisio~ Do~h c~ri~g ahc after the process of creation. 272 

W~11ia8 ~ean 50wells often made the final revisions, but 

~wain never sent a manuscript before revising it to his own 

satisfaction, certain that it needed examination by Howell's 

"fresh eye."273 

Twain's constant re-reading and revision was contigent 

I..:.ponhis cOllcept of a narra-tive "plan."274 He was a careful 

craftsman who proceeded on a particular plan for each work 

he created, and he often,destroyed months and years of work 

which he realized were not in keeping with his plan 275 The 

first nir.e years of work on "Captain Stormfield' s Visi t to 

Heaven" were spent in discovering and devel'oping the right 

plan for it; without the plan, the work would not have suc

ceeded. 276 

271v -,- COO·" e OD c l' t 
. ... ,- ....... """"~

~ , -' --" p. 168 .
 

272rbid., p. 170.
 

273I,oc. cit.
 

274Loc. cit.
 

275rbid., p. 172.
 

276Ibid., p. 169.
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A conscious artist and careful craftsman, Twain was 

also an avid cevot22 of the science of language. 277 His 

devotion to philology caused hi~ to lavish time and energy 

st.udyi::-lg style: syntax, connotation, denotation, and us

age. 278 He was eS?2cia:lycognizant of style, searching it 

~~a' r-:~~~~:~ ~v ~ ~~ . ~ -~-~~ 1 t~ 1 279 H'out cu. p~c..~.::>_'... ':J -'- '- "" e ... , ......... In.J..O.c..llc1 '- ..... ona ar ~c es. lS 

perceptive ear for dialect,coupled with his love of language 

and appreciation for literary style, led him to what was 

perhaps his greatest technical triumph--the vernacular nar

rator. 280 

Finally, Twain, according to his belief that art 

should support virtue, used his fiction as a tool of moral 

instruction. 281 The materials of art first had to be assim

ilated by the artist, Twain, and impregnated with his sense 

of rleOral conviction; art and morals were combined wi thin 

Twain's creative function. 282 In his early works, while he 

emphasizes stylistic problens, the ~oral thrust is discern

ible, and in his later works, where the stylistic problems 

277':vagen:{necht, Man and ~'Jor:{, p. 102. 

278~oc. ci-t.
 

279::-j ~J'::.. I p. 49.
 

280~·~ __~ ~ S~one Jr
--... __ .-,,\"~-""~. '- ... , ., ~ne Innocent Eye: Childhood 
M ~ r;<, 1- .: .~ ; ~ I ~. t-: 
~ ./. CLL. S mClglna ~on, p. 277. -

28 1 -, " ..... L':l::.CC. I p. 270.
 

:2 32-,"_,..... '0, '-"len ""cht
.'Y et":J "- .............. C , ~·1an and ':';ork, p. 50.
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had been resolved, ;x"cor:.es ~ncreas~ngly apparent. 283 Both 

social and persona: sins came under his attack, for he saw 

literature as exoressive of public and private values. 284 

The persona in ~ouqhinq It attacks, specifically, the jury 

system and in Life on the XississioPi, pleads the cause of--- --,-- '

crer.-.a'cion. In Huckleberrv ?i.nn, the practice of feuding is 

c2nsured, and in The ~~sterious Stranger the monstrosity of 

war iscondernned. 285 Beyond a specific social message, he 

was also preaching a deeper sermon--the spiritual death of 

the h~erican dream and the subsequent destruction of moral 

Goodness and Truth. 

Thus, c.l"chow;h Twain represented himself as an "auto-' 

matic" writer, a tool of his own imagination, he was, in 

fact, a conscious craftsman, ready to criticize other writers 

harshly ~or their failure to adhere to aesthetic principles. 286 

~e expressed aesthetic theory in well-defined terms, and was 

capaDle of conscious and deliberate re-creation of scene and 

-. -.-., I'Ts~tuation, c.. ...... '-- was careful in his craftsmanship. Further, . he 

envision~~ ar~ as inherently didactic (though not in any 

282'2.\-::.:-... t:.er, "Progress of a Stylistic Rebel," p. 39. 

23~-::-·-01""'lr::::. 
u "- ....... 1..::, oP. cit., p. 278.
 

285\\Tagenknecht, Man c:nd 1;vork, p. 219. Twain's per

2cnae may speak directly for the author or they may speak,
 
indirectly through an ironic inability to perceive what has
 
become obvious to the reader.
 

2 8 6 Kr a" s c' '.~ C l' +- P 1 r 7r... u. 'C:./ VJ. __1-., • o. 
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narrow sense 0= didacticism) and utilized his fiction to 

"teach by exc.mple" the :''lo:::-z..l lessons which he was convinced 

were important. Like Haw".:l-.orn2 c:.nd I'-:elville, the greatest 

, ...esson ,ne -tried to teach was that the dream of &~erica as 

Eden, and man's eternal drcc:.m of Innocence, was a failure 

both in concept and in fact. Twain's doctrine of Innocence 

expressed through his artistic temperament adequately sup

ports the conjecture that Twain was, among other things, an 

allegorist in the modern American,allegorical tradition. 

Mark Twain, as an artist, was fascinated with the 

idea of Innocence as it existed in the context of American 

mythology. 287 This idea forms the basic allegorical tension 

in his work because it represents a concept which he could 

288neither accept nor oppose. He simultaneously presented 

the desire to return to innocence and the urge to rationalize 

his adult life. 289 This moral dile~~a of innocence versus 

corruption .formed the significant basis of Twain's fic

tion. 290 Allegorizing his experience in the manner of his 

Calvinistic forbearers,_ he saw the war between innocence and 

?-27:;. :~. Vitelli, "The Innocence of Hark Twain," 
Buck~,eL:.. ::'=(2vic'd, IX (December, 1960), p. 187. 

288SDenaemann, OD. cit., p. ix. 
-'- ~ -'-

289Ibid., p. 87. 

290Ibid., p. ix. 
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corruption, bet\'leen the individual and society, as a symbol 

of the ~ct~p~ysic&~ struggle b~tween good and evil. 291 

:t>::ima:cy to 'i'\'l &i:'l 's handling of this myth of innocence 

~s his view of the moral dr&ma in which the hero, the inno

cent, is pitted agai~st co:c::up'cion with one of the following 

results: total de~e&t, co~promise, orevasion. 292 Twain's 

innocent hero is a co~~i~ation of the European ideal of inno

cence, the k~erican pioneer, the democratic individual, and 

certain elements of romantic thought. 293 He is Ahab and 

:shmael, DiM~esdale and Chillingsworth, Natty Bumpo, 

Christopher N.ewly·, and LaI'l".bert Strether. 294 Most of Twain's 

innocents are adolescent children who possess a moral intu

ition which enables them to corrment on the corrupt adult 

society.295 In Twain's best works, except Pudd'nhead Wilson, 

the innocent hero undergoes either an initiation which 

results in his recognition of a world of pain, repression, 

disillusionment and moral corruption, or he is denitiated 

from the latter kind of world into a Delectable Land, which 

he soon comes to recognize as unreal and existent only in 

291I bid. , p. xii.
 

292Ibid. , p. xi.
 

293Ibid. , p. 2 .
 

2 9 4 Loc . c:' -=- .
 

295S tone, ODe Cl~.,'. p. 270 .
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dreams. 296 ~~i:e operative within the fiction, the innocent 

hero is predo~inantly passive, &cted upon the adult world. 297 

F~rther involved in the moral dile~~a is the political bat

t~e, in which the evil forces represent social sins including 

~~i£ormity, sham, deceit, and repression of virtuous instinct. 

Since Twain worked o~t of the republican ideal, his innocent 

is often the free individual, while the adversaries are mem

bers 0= civilized institutions. 298 The final modification 

of Twain's doctrine of Innocence and his innocent heroes is 

his development of the ~ernacular narrator. 

':.:'\lain uses Jcwo types of narrative personae to relate 

~he action of his innocent heroes. The first, the reliable 

narrator, is the adult consciousness that guides the reality 

of the narrative, speaking for the author, and occaisionally 

getting involv~d in the action itself. 299 He may be 

296Spengeman::-l, £2- cit., p. 2.. The term "denitiation" 
is borrowed from Spengema~n, where i~ is used to describe 
the ordeal whose action is opposite that of the initiation. 

297 S . . ?71 .,. htone, o~. Clt., p. _ . Twaln S lnnocent eroes 
c~erate actively within ~~2 narrative context, but their 
~:timate fate is in the power of the adult environment. Tom 
32..wyer rules the adults of St. Petersburg with his childish 
~eroics, but ultimately succumbs to their conventionalitYi 
Tom Canty rules from the throne of England, but finally is 
returned to the authority of the adult co~~unitYi Joan of Arc 
actively battles the adult social structure and is totally 
destroyed. 

298 . '.Spengemann, OD. clt., p. Xl. 

2991oid.,·p. 4. 
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omniscient and undrarnc:.tizec., c:.s in Tom Sawyer, or he may 

exist as the alter-ego to Twain's own younger self, as in 

Roughing It. 300 In either case he reports the reality be

hind the action with perception and unGerstanding. 301 His' 

language, too, is ~a~ure, literary, usually controlled, and 

confor~ing to the sta~dards of convention and decorum. 

(Twain occasionally allo\'7s his narrators to lose their con-

t~ol, and indulges in parody.) 

The second type of narrator, however, is an unreliable 

obse~ver who reports only the appearances and who is com

pletely unaware of the reality which lies behind them. 302 

7his unreliable narrator~-sometimes the innocent hero him-

self--usually speaks in the vernacular and presents an ironic 

narrative based on what he sees and what the reader and 

author see. 303 When coupled with the reliable narrator, the 

result is a dichotomy of points-of-view in which the reality 

is alternately experienced ignorantly and retold from a 

- d" . d . _. 304Ioun a~lon In un ers~analng. The greenhorn in Roughing 

It, for eXo'"-:.p:e I relates hi,S observations of the appearance 

....; v U ,"-' , "'1 -;
~'-./'-'. ....... --..
 

3 J l =",:J C • cit. . 

::'C2:-..;OC. cit. 

:;;Q3Loc. cit. 

304Loc . cit. 
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of his expe:c.-ie:-:.ces a:-:.d then COh'C:,8:C.-::'S ,-,?on his. own youthful 

a~d igno~ant observations with rnature perception. The ironic 

possibilities of an ~nreliable ve~nacular narrator were ap

parent to Twain and he used this narra-tive device to attack 

t~e official culture and to present his message of the fail

305ure of the American cream. Through the unreliable vernac

ular narrator, he could present the ap~earance of a situation 

and have his narrator react only to that appearance--ignorant 

and innocent of the reality of the situation. This technique 

is apparent in Huck Finn's reply to the question concerning 

~he result of a river boat wreck. When asked if anyone had 

been hurt, he replied that no one had been hurt, only a "nig

ger" had been killed. The reality is stunning beneath this 

innocent appraisal and response. To Huck, who at that time, 

was aware, only of the appearance of the tragedy to a 

Southern conscience, nobody had been hurt, for a Negro was 

not counted as a human being; Twainis moral judgment is 

obvious. Without the advantage of t~e unreliable, vernacu

-r 
a.~l narYG..-cor, the situation would lose its moral impact. 

~wain's ambivalent attitude toward innocence--his 

~ealization t~at as a moral force, innocence was ineffectual 

asains~ Cc~~~?tion, and despite this realization, his con

tinuing desi~e ~o believe in the possibility of a return to 

3:JS7anner, "Progress of a Stylistic Rebel," p. 35. 
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i~nocence--exists as the basic conflict in his fiction. This. 

ambiguity, like Hawthorne's sin-as-act versus sin-as-state 

and Melville's moral versus metaphysical,· provided the in

tern~: te~sion necessary to allegory. Fur~her, the irony 

cre~ted ~hrough ~he use of an unreliable vernacular narra

tor, en~b:ed Twain to heighten the impact of his moral thrust 

and inflict ~?on his re~ders, who were aware of what the nar

r~tor could not see, the shock of moral recognition. 

That ~vain actually did create fiction in the alle

goric~l tradition is demonstrable when the definition of 

~odern literary allegory is applied to his art generally, 

and several of his works, specifically. Twain's fiction, 

when considered as modern literary allegory, demonstrates 

the characteristics essential to both allegorical nature and 

::orm. The nature of his narrative is organically formulated 

t~rough a dynamic interaction between plot and characters, 

~essage and metaphors. 306 He successfully portrayed his 

~--:'.essage a series of concrete metaphors which interact with 

each o~her to bring about the narrative movement. 307 The 

~2ssage and the narrative are dyn~mically presented and pro

;ress simultaneously to both a moral and fictional resolution. 308 

::;C,0I'Jagenknecht, Man and l'iTork, p. 50.
 

~07Spengemann, op. cit., p. 63.
 

308Loc . cit.
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Twain bases his organic and dynamic moral fiction in 

the authorities 0= ~yth, history, and artistic creation. 

The conce?t o~ the kuerican dream and the failure of inno

cence provice the Gythical framework for his fiction and 

f~rnish the setti~qs and characters which are definable in 

terms of Eden and the Fall. 309 The historical authority 

which Twain u~ilizes allows -him the basis of the past, the 

significance of previous human action, and the framework 

within which he is able to correlate a concrete past event 

to a present moral problem. 310 The form of Twain's fiction 

also satisfies the criteria of modern literary allegory by 

demonstrating both the structural devices and verbal modes 

characteristic of allegorical literature. First among the 

structural devices of allegory in Twain's fiction is the 

Dream-Vision. 

7wain utilized the devices of the Dream-Vision to 

create a sym~o:ic setting in both Time and Space. He set 

~is major narratives in the past and created a dream-like 

309~~. v}. B. Lewis, The American Adam: Innocence,
 
'='ragcc1v "'.:".c. T'radition in the Nineteenthcentury, :? 9.
 

310~oc. cit., and Wagenknecht, Man and Work, p. 100. 
?or ex~x~le, X~lory's Camelot was destroyed by civil war, 
so when Twain S2~ his Connect~cut Yankee in Camelot, the 
£ail~re of the dream was inevitable--the causes, however, 
were nineteen~h century &~erican moral failures, not sixth 
century British primitivism. 
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"Delectable Land" for the action of his innocent heroes. 311 

He often describes this land as a wide prairie which resem

bles tte sea, a small village near a river, a broad ocean, 

or heaven. 312 The atmosphere, usually su~~ery, hazy, and 

sleepy, further emphasizes the drea~-like quality of the 

3'~scene. ~~ Contrasting to this setting is the scenery of 

corru?~ civilization; equally unreal in its deliberate dis

3141:ortion with its institutions, businesses, laws, and mores. 

~~e innocent, present in one or the other of these dream set

~~ngs, ~oves between them, creating the significant narrative 

ac::tion. 315 

The narrative action of the innocent usually takes 

c~e of two forms, both inherent in the definition of modern 

literary allegory; that action is either the Ordeal or 

~ourney.3l6 The ordeal, often combined with the journey, is 

either an initiation or denitiation of the innocent hero. 

The pattern of denitiation moves him from a corrupt, civilized 

social setting into the Delectable Land and requires that he 

31lSpengemann, op. cit., p. 2.
 

312Loc. cit.
 

313Loc. cit.
 

314Loc. ,-:;i -c..
 

3l5Ibic.. I p. 3.
 

3l6Lcc. cit., and Salomon, "Realism as Disinheritance,"
 
p. 538. ----- 
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be ed~c~~ec--often through humiliation--to recognize the 

super~o~~ty of that Delectable Land to his previous state. 317 

The p~ttern of initiation forces the i~nocent hero out of 

his natural milieu into a civilized social structure which 

is characterized by moral evil. 318 

The denotation of the hero by the device of the talis

~~n relates to the Dream Vision's ordeal of Initiation/ 

Denitiation. Often in Twain's fiction the innocent hero is 

identifiable by the talisman of his speech--the vernacular 

language. 319 Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn, Tom Canty, 

Edward (after his initiation) and Hank Morgan (in certain 

parts of Connecticut Yankee) exhibit their role as innocent 

by virtue of their speech. 320 Usually the more artificial 

a character's language, the more likely that character is to 

be morally corrupt, for example, the King and the Duke in 

Huckleberry Finn. 

The second aspect of allegorical form, the verbal 

~odes of analogy and irony, are also present in Twain's fic

tion. His use of familiar history--Camelot, Joan of Arc-

creates analogies between the ultimate destiny of both the 

317Spe:1.SE:mann,~. cit., p. 3. 

318=;::;·c. cit. 

319 Sto:'le, op. cit., p. 275.
 

32CSpengemann, ~. ~., p. xii.
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fact and the ~ic~io~. Those ar.alogies--the relationship of 

a narrative ever.t to an event outside the fictional context-

are characteristic of modern lite~ary allegory. 

Allusion and ~)erscnification also are discernible in 

the names of his charac~ers and their narrative roles. In 

"':'he i-':an 'l'hat Corrupted Hadleyburg," the characters' names 

aTe significant. 321 Barclay Goodson ("son of clay," "good 

son") is the only character in the narrative who is a func

tional human being, and he is disillusioned by the hypocrisy 

of Hadleyburg. The Richards ("rule," "hard") are victims of 

the hard rule of the society. Reverend Burgess ("freeman") 

is, ironically, the one bound tightest by the community; he 

frees himself only momentarily at the climax. The name of 

the town, Hadley~urg, may be read as a corruption of 

Ealleyburg ("holy," "city"), or as the city that was "had" 

by its own pride. 

Other names in Twain's works which suggest a relation

ship between the characters and their roles are Huckleberry 

?inn, the huc~leberry being a phenomenon found only in vir

gin forests (the "Territory") and Finn, a surname common to 

~he outcast Irish i~~igrants of the late nineteenth century; 

::im (shortened from James), the "brother of God"; and St. 

321"Ju::l:?ing Frog of Calaveras County" also offers 
significant personifications and appropriate names; these 
will be discussed later in this study. 
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Petersburg, an ironic use of the name, since it relates the 

New World town on t~e Xississippi directly to its Old World 

namesakes. 

Finally, Twain used, perhaps most consistently, irony. 

He habitually pre,sented a dispari "cy between appearance and 

reality and, like Swift, used irony so masterfully that he 

often defeated his own purpose. 322 He employed irony in his 

narrative techniques (especially dual points of view and 

unreliable vernacular narrator), in his narrative action, 

and even in his symbolic settings. 323 

In order to illustrate more clearly Twain's use of 

allegorical techniques, it is necessary to consider briefly 

some specific works in which characteristics of allegory are 

discernible. 

The first work which shows evidence of allegorical 

techniques is Twain's well-knovnl short story, "The Jumping 

Frog of Calaveras County." This story may be read as a 

moral satire in the classical mode. 324 Wheeler becomes, to 

an extent, the West revenging itself upon the East for a 

trick played by an easterner (the stranger) on a westerner 

3 2 2 Cl ~ '~, ~" ~ '-" " M ~ P 0 r~ P - r 1" s "p 9 6 ...;c;.~-'\..-\J ........ ";"" I '1.10. a. 1 • •
 

- ~ J 
~~~Sp2~gemann, Ope cit. , p. 16, and Stone, op. cit., 

p. 27. 
..-.".-. ..., 

';;.L""Syc::.;;.e~T J. Krause, "The Art and Satire of Twain 's
 
'.:Jufi'".:oir.S Fro; I S tory I" AlT,erican Quarterly I XVI n\Tin ter ,
 
:;"964) I p. 56 L:. (Hhile much of Mr. Krause's argument seems
 
contrived, he does, neverth~less, present several points.)
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(Smiley) .325 Twain used the unreliable narrator as the 

principle story-teller and through him created the irony of 

the tale. 326 The names of the characters are also alle

gorical, alluding to their various personality traits: Simon 

1fJheeler was a "free-wheeling" yarn-spinner i Smiley, a lucky 

gambler, had the gambler1s perennial optimism--the optimism 

of the West itself. Even the animals in the story, especially 

the bull-pup and the frog, exhibit allegorically significant 

na~es and traits: the pup, Andrew Jackson, emblemizes the 

frontier democrat, pugnacious, savage, and tenacious, and 

the frog, Dan1l Webster, emblemizes the educated complacency 

of the East. Thus Twain uses allegorical techniques to create 

a moral satire whose ultimate aim is to suggest a modifica

tion and blending of the attitudes of East and West. 328 

Another example of Twain1s use of allegory may be 

seen in "The 1'1an -that Corrupted Hadleyburg. fI The story 

exists as a :-:\oral exemplum with a three-fold purpose: to 

penetrate the reader's complacencYi to convince him of his 

human frailties and susceptivility to temptationi and 

finally, to teach him how to combat this susceptibility. 

325Ibid., p. 566.
 

326Spe~geman~, Ope ci t:., p. 6.
 

327XrG.l:se, "The Jumping Frog," p. 567.
 

328Ib~~., p. 575.
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The sin ?ortrayed is not avarice or guile, but the deadliest 

sin--pride. 329 This species of pride is shown to be not only 

sinful, but directly responsible for moral collapse. 330 The, 

Ii teral ar.d figurat;.ive movement. of t.he story is dynamic and 

~he characters seem to have the freedom of choice in regard 

to their actions. The synthesis of other genre-types is also 

discernible as the tale, while overall satirically moral, is 

given over in the third section, to rowdy burlesque. 331 

Twain's major works also contain definite character

istics of literary allegory. Tom Sawyer, for example, may 

be read as portrayal of the American myth of Innocence in 

the New World Eden. 332 The atmosphere is dream-like, sum

mery, hazy, and sleepy, and the setting is a New World 

Garden, St. Petersburg, and, especially, Jackson's Island. 333 

However, irony is present for St. Petersburg is flawed mor

ally--in the persons of Injun Joe and Pap Finn, and Jackson's 

Island toles the secret of moral corruption (gold) in its 

334cave. 7he action of the narrative may be interpreted as 

Twain's version of the fall of American Innocence: Tom 

~ .L329Laing, ODe c .... '-. , p. 39. 
-~ 

330Loc. cit.
 

331rbid., p. 43.
 

')')2c . t- 't 7 
-J.J ..... ml tH, ~. Cl ., p. .
 

') "': -... -- .

-'-'...J1...Joc. Clt. 

324Vitelli, ,£2. cit., p. 195. 
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Sawyer (the innocent hero) is corrupted by the Serpent (gold) 

which lies in the heart of the Garden (Jackson's Island) .335 

That Twain wished to try again to create a functional inno

cent is apparent in The p_dventures of Huckleberry Finn. 

In :-J:uc]< Finn, Twain emp~oys the techniques of the 

Imaginative Projection to place his narrative in a dream

like context. 336 The physical setting, the raft and river, 

are presented through the heightened sensory powers of the 

narrator and the natural realistic aspects of the river are 

distorted and confused. 337 Huck follows the figurative 

course of denitiation, escaping society and being educated 

away from conventional morality to an awareness of natural 

moral truth. 338 However, again Twain uses irony--this time 

to show that while the innocent (Huck) is capable of oper

ating within the scope of natural moral values, his innocence 

is not a strong enough force to overcome the corruption he 

encounters (on the shore.)339 Huck as innocent does not 

capitulate to moral corruption (as did Tom) but he escapes 

335"~~~gc~~nn ·OD c~t P 47W.t:"'C_.L c.:_~_. __ ... """-. I .• (This explication is,Ii. • 

of course, not exclusive or exhaustive.) 

336Ib':"c.., p. 82, and Babcock, "Map of Paris," p. 94. 

337S?engemann, ~. cit., p. 72. 

338r,oc. cit. 

339Ibid., p. 74. 
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to the Terri tory--,to the dream state, the only place where 

innocence can exist. 340 

~n the ?~ince and t~e Pauper, Twain presents a dual 

allegorical movement involving the denitiation of Edward 

and the initiation of Tom Canty, twin innocents reminiscent 

of Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer, respectively.341 (The narra

tor himself is a denitiate, though not an innocent, who 

begins as unreliable, perceives the reality of the world 

only as evil, and progresses so that by the end of the book 

he is aware of the possibility of moral goodness existing 

in the natural moral conscienc~ of the innocents~)342 The 

moral progress of.the innocents themselves, from innocence 

to recognition, ends in disillusionment but not, as yet, 

despair. 343 Technically, Twain uses the Dream-Vision devices 

to distort time and space. The Innocent Land, for Edward 

the plebian countryside, is described in dream-like terms 

of unreality: 

All his sensations and experiences, as he moved
 
through this solemn gloom and the empty vastness
 
of the night, were new and strange to him. At
 
intervals he heard voices approach, pass by, and
 
fade into silence; and as he saw nothing more of
 
the bodies they belonged to than a sort of
 

340Ibid., D. 82. 
~ 

341Ibid., pp. 52, 54, 55.
 

342Ibid., p. 52.
 

343Ibid., p. 55.
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£orsless dri=ting blur, there was something spec
tr~~ and uncanny about it all that made him shudder • 

. all sounds were remote; they made the little 
ki~S feel that all life and activity were far 
reQoved from him, and that he stood solitary, com
panionless, in the center of a measureless soli 
tude. 344 

T~e final meaning Of the narrative is that freedom and per

petual innocence exist only in the world of dreams; when the 

dream becomes reality, disillusionment is inevitable. 345 

Disillusion~ent, however, was not the final condition, as is 

evidenced by A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. 

The conflict in Connecticut Yankee is much the same 

as in Huck Finn: the innocent is in opposition to the cor

rupt. The irony here, however, is that Hank Morgan, by 

virtue of his character traits is supposed to be the inno

cent--the natural man operating out of instinctively good 

intentions. 3'''- However, he exists as the primary villain,L~O 

destroying an Innocent Land with his materialistic doc

trines. 347 The irony operative is thus between appearance 

and actuality--wnat Hank Morgan is supposed to be and what, 

344Mark Twain, The Princ~ a"!"""l~ ..... '-'1. t~e Pauper, Author's 
National Edition, p. 9~ 

345Spengemann, ~. cit., p. 52. The role of the
 
Delectable Land (as a dream that, when acheived, leads to
 
disillusionment) is a primary delineator between the dream
 
setting of allegory and that of romance.
 

346Ibid., p. 88. 

347Loc. cit. 
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in fact, he is. 348 Hank Morgan is a grown-up Huck Finn 

whose "good heart" is in conflict with society instead of in 

flight from it. He is the test for man's potential for 

moral progress and as such fails to exhibit any signs of 

349reassurar_ce. 

T~2 Dream-Vision device of distortion of Time and 

Space place Connecticut Yankee in a setting of unreality, 

described by Hank as follows: 

Straight off we were in the country. It was most 
lovely arid pleasant in those sylvan solitudes . 
vve saw the ranges of hills, blue with haze, stretch
ing away in billowy perspective to the horizon, 
with at wide intervals a dim fleck of white or gray 
on a wave summit ... We moved like spirits . 
we dreamed along through glades in the midst of a 
green light . . .We left the world behind and 350 
entered into the . . . high gloom of th~ forest. 

But the town of Camelot serves as an image of ugliness and 

squalor, contrasting violently to the pastoral country

side. 351 Figuratively, Camelot exists as the reality of 

America, while the countryside is representative of the 

lost American Eden. 352 The talisman of vernacular speech 

348Tbio.., D. 85. 
~ ..... 

349Tanner, "Despair of Mark Twain," p. 301. 

350Mark Twain, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 
Court, Author's National Edition, p. 205. -----

351S ...... ' 't 15m~ ,-D, op. ~., p. . 

352Ibid., p. 16. 
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denotes Hank Morgan as a New World hero only part of the 

time; in other places ~is language is studied and artifi

cial. 353 

The resolution of Con~ecticut Yankee is spiritual 

suicide--the defeat of E~nk Morgan, the naturally innocent, 

by "Boss" Hank Xorgan, the materialistically corrupt. The 

e~d of Connecticut Yankee is not capitulation (Tom Sawyer) , 

ineffectual escape (Huck Finn) , nor mere disillusionment 

(?rince and the PauDer). Connecticut Yankee ends with a 

ranting madman who dies in despair. 

Mark Twain's fiction, then, exhibits in general con

cept and specific execution the characteristics of modern 

literary allegory. His concept of the American dream and 

doctrine of Innocence place his work within the American 

allegorical tradition, and his unreliable vernacular narra

tor allows Twain a more intensified presentation of his 

:rr:.o:cal concep".::.s. 

Wit~ the reaiization that Twain's works prior to 

?c~sonal Reco:~ections of Joan of Arc contain elements of 

allegory, it is justifiable to assume that Joan of Arc 

itself contains elements characteristic of allegory. How

ever, it will be demonstrated that Personal Recollections of 

~oan of Arc may be read as primarily allegorical. Further, 

353S . 88pengemann, OD. 
--"-

Clt., p. . 
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its artistic aspects represent a synthesis of all the alle

gorical techniques previously used by Twain, and its moral 
"I
! 

emphasis represents a significant stage in Twain's concept 

of Innocence and the American Dream. 



- -- --

CHAPTE::.:<- v
 

THE PERSONA~ RECOLLECTIO~S OF JOA~ OF ARC:
 

~ilimz TWAIN'S P~LEGORY OF THE DEATH OF I~NOCENCE 

~oan of A=c occupies a puzzling position in relation 

to the rest of Twain's works. It was published in 1895, 

after Huckleberry Finn, Con~;.ecticu·t Yankee, and The Prince 

and the Pauper, and before The Mysterious Stranger and What 

Is M2n?354 It deals with the unbelievable life of a young 

Catholic peasant girl in fifteenth-century France, even 

though Twain admitted an abiding hatred of the French and a 

supreme distrust of the Catholic Church. 355 The narrative 

is sentimental and pessimistic, romantic and realistic, 

fancifu~ and factual. However, these seemingly irreconcil 

2ble contradictions ill2y be explained when the work is 

considered as allegory. By applying the definition of mod

ern literary allegory to both the nature and the form of 

Joan of Arc, the work becomes a unified artistic whole which 

contains a moral judgment on the fu~erican Dream of Innocence. 

354Albert E. St.one, "J.'1ark. TW2in's Joan of Arc: Child 
as Goddes s ," P.merican Literature, XXXI (March, 1959), 2. 

355wagenknecht, op. cit., p. 220. 
-=- -
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As such, it becomes significant both to Twain's entire body 

of fiction and to American allegorical literature in general. 

Forming the basis of Joan of Arc is the synthesis of 

dualities which is characteristic of allegory. This synthe

sis exists in two fundamental aspects of the work: first, 

as the co~~~~atio~ of historical fact with imaginative fic

tion, especially i~ the character of Joan, herself; second, 

as the integration of the literal and symbolic movement 

within the work, expressed through Twain's narrator, Sieur 

Louis de Conte, and translator Jean Francois Alden. 

In order to achieve the first synthesis, Twain had to 

be familiar with Joan's history and had to see in it the 

artistic potential for allegory. Twain was well acquainted 

with Joan's ~ife through both French and Briti~h biograph

356ers. He began his study of Joan in 1880 and spent twelve 

years of laborious research, reading and noting sources 

~~ich included Michelet, Janet Tuckey, J. R. Green, the 

Countess de Chabannes~ and Dr. John Lord; of the eleven 

~ources cited in the biography, seven belonged to Twain. 357 

~2 was among the most knowledgeable of his day on the subject 

of Joan of Arc. 358 More importantly, he read and responded 

r ~356Ibid. , .... D. 0 ... 

357S tone , "Ch::"l'd as Goddess," p. 4. 

358Loc. cit. 
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critically to his sources, often noting in the margins when 

he agreed or disagreed with them. 359 

Further, Twain saw in the facts ·of history potential 

for allegorical fiction. Joan is both the French peasant 

girl and the Ideal of Innocence. In the fiction Joan exists 

as a static character, the same at the end as at the begin

ning. Her allegorical role is that of the Ideal: she is the 

physical incarnation of Innocence--youth, purity, power-

and is unique for having not only existed, but for having 

acted in amorally corrupt world. 360 The conflict which she 

suggests and which exists as the basic conflict in the narra

tive action is that between the power of Innocence, the 

natural intuitive conscience and moral purity, and the power 

of Corr~?tion, the orthodox/social conscience and moral 

depravity. 361 

359Ibid., p. 8. Twain was well aware of historical 
i~accuracies and trite judgments. He comments in reaction 
~o Michelet's claim that only a French girl would have risked 
"i:-.delicacy" c.nd gone to war with men: "How stupid ~ A Joan 
c:: Arc \vould e.o it, no matter what her· nationali ty might be. 
':2~"c.t spiri t :-lC.S ::.0 nationali ty":-'-'-Further, reacting to the 
Countess 6e Chabannes' insistence that Joan of Arc was a 
peasant, not an aristocrat, because the poor and ignorant 
are prefarre2 ~y God as instruments of His divine Work, he 
corr.ments: "It s.eerr1S so great and wonderful that He should 
c~oose His instruments by preference among the dull and 
ignorant that I marvel He does not choo~e cats--His glory 
would be the greater and the argument is the same." 

360Ibid ., p. 5. 

361Charles A. Allen, "Mark Twain and Conscience," 
Li terature and Psvc:-lology, VII (May, 1957), 17. 
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The second synthesis of dualities exists in Twain's 

creation of a symbolic narrative whose development parallels 

the action of his literal narrative. Joan is born, miracu

lously amid the brutality of her society, just as Innocence 

exists also miraculously within humanity. Joan battles 

against the English and French just as Innocence battles 

against evils, both outside and within. Finally, Joan is 

lost through her own peo?le's treachery just as Innocence is 

lost through society's seductions (as in Tom Sawyer). How

ever, Twain's real moral thrust becomes apparent when it is 

viewed ironically through his technique of narration/trans

lation. 

Twain created his ,allegory within the perception of 

the narrator, Sieur Louis de Conte. It is de Conte's vision 

of Joan which creates both th~ narrative and the allegory, 

for it is he who finally sees what she symbblizes and recog

nizes the significance of her fate. De Conte operates in 

the narrative both asa young innocent hero who goes through 

the ordeal of initiation into the world of corruption, and 

also as the old man who is initiated by recognizing the sig

nificance of the events which he witnessed as a youth. The 

irony, however, is cre&ted in the role of the translator, 

Jean Francois Alden. Twain creates in his translator a 

nineteEnth-century democrat who begins by assuming that he 

~nderstanGs his text, finishes with a burst of hollow, 
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nationalistic rhetoric, and in between remains completely. 

ignorant of the significance of the action. Alden is allowed 

to comment on the action, since his translation is a "free" 

one, and his comments express the judgments and opinions of 

a nineteenth-century democratic society. Seemingly, Twain's 

theme is that Innocence is impossible in a morally corrupt 

world, and that Man, when confronted by the dream of Inno

cence, either believes and is disillusioned by reality, or 

else fails to beli.eve through his own moral blindness. 

Thus, Joan of Arc satisfies in part the first criteria 

of allegory by displaying a basic conflict created by the 

synthesis of dualities. Besides demonstrating the alle

gcrical syntheses ~f dualities, Joan of Arc is also organic, 
, -

dynamic, and flexible in nature. 

~he organic, dynamic quality of Joan of Arc may be 

seen in ~he parallel movement of the literal action and the 

figural development. De Conte serves as the dramatic core 

~ndergoing, simultaneously, the initiation of the loss of 

Innocence and the initiation of recognition. Young de 

Conte's relationship to Joan in Domrerny is the relationship 

of a child to Innoce~ce--he is her equal and companion, even 

sharing with her the divine mystery of St. Michael's visita

tion. As the narrative progresses through the Battle 

sequences, he becomes further removed from her, seeing her 

now as inexplicable and miraculous. He marvels at her 
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intuitive knowledge and goodness, not realizing he is losing 

those qualities himself. The l&st stage is one of complete 

separation and total loss. He tragically realizes that he 

can do nothing to save her and watches helplessly as she is 

destroyed. 

Old ce Conte also undergoes a dramatic change which 

is characterized by the increasingly symbolic overtones of 

his recollection. He begins by recounting his childhood in 

language that is, while nostalgic, also realistic. As he 

becomes increasingly aware of the truth within his own 

youthful ordeal, his perception alters and his expression 

incorporates this new perception. Joan is characterized by 

de Conte in increasingly abstract terms until by the third 

book she becomes a cosmic mystery, the "sun" giving life to 

humanity. 362 The last line of the narrative is a double 

~ecognition, signifying both young do Conte's loss of Inno

cence and old de .Conte's loss of his dream: "Yes, she was 

gone fro~ us: ~oan of Arc" (II, 282). Old de Conte ends 

his story by 2x?ressing the truth of Joan's nature and his 

own recognition that nature will never again exist in the 

::'.ortal s:?here: 

362~ark Twain, The Personal Recollections of Joan of 
~~c, Vol. II, pp. 275-276. Subseauent references~o this-

~ 

edition will be included in the text. 
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I have finished my story of Joan of Arc, that won
derful child, that sublime personality, that spirit 
which in one regard has had no peer and will have 
none--this: its purity from all alloy of self
seeking, self-interest, personal ambition. (II, 287) 

The role of Corruption, symbolized by the adult so

ciety, also changes dramatically in relationship to de 

Conte's growing separation from Joan. In Domremy, the adult 

society intrudes only occasionally and when it errs (Pere 

Fronte's banishment of the faeries and Jacques d'Arc's 

censure of his daughter), it repents and is forgiven. It 

is active but it can be influenced, if not completely con

trolled, by Innocence. In the second book, the Battle 

sequence, Innocence. is in control, but in order to retain 

control must battle constantly, not just the outward enemy, 

but the inner enemy as well. The English are the outside 

forces of evil but are easily overcome by perserverance and 

moral courage. De Conte~begins to realize that it is not 

outward evil, but inward corruption (the French Government, 

the Army and the Church) that are the real enemies. He also 

learns that while these can be temporarily beaten, ultimately 

they will be victorious. Thus, by demonstrating an organic, 

cynamic rela~ionship between the literal and symbolic narra

tives, Joan of Arc fulfills the second criterion inherent in 

the nature of allegorical fiction. 

The final criteria, flexibility, is evidenced in the 

narrative's stylistic mixture of generic types. Joan of Arc 
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exhibits characteristics of the three genre-types found most 

often in modern literary allegory: pastoral, epic and satire. 

The first two may be seen in the narrative as relayed by de 

Conte, whi:2 the third, in the character of Jean Alden, 

exists in the relationship between the Translator and his 

text. 

The first part of de Conte's narrative, the Domremy 

chapters, may be labeled Pastoral. The setting is one of 

idyllic peace, regardless of the occasional intrusions of 

the Hundred Years War: "They were peaceful and pleasant, 

those young and smoothly flowing days of ours" (I, 49). 

The principle characters (represented here by de Conte) are 

spiritually integrated with the Ideal (Joan): "I was reared 

in the same village with her. I played with her every day, 

when we were little children together, just as you play with 

your mates" (I, xvii). Finally, no distinction is made 

between the power of pagan and Chrlstian mysteries, and both 

are accepted and revered. The acceptance of Innocence by 

both natural (pagan) and divine (Christian) mysteries is 

portrayed in the appearance of St. Michael to Joan as she 

sits beneath the Fairy Tree: 

Joar. sat on a natural seat .formed by gnarled great 
roots of the T~ee ... I saw a white shadow come 
slowly gliding along the grass toward the Tree . 
The shadow approached Joan slowlYi the extremity of 
it redched her, flowed over her, clothed her in its 
awful splendor. (I, 67-69) 
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Artistically, this segment is the most realistic--nearest to 

fiction in which the characters control the action. 

The principles are children, typi~ally naive, boast~ 

ful, and idealisti9. Although surrounded by war, they marvel 

at the reality of violent death: "Hardly any of us young 

people had ever seen a man before who had lost his life by 

violence . . we could not 'take our eyes from it" (I, 53) . 

They indulge in juvenile boasting: "..• the others put in 

a word from time to time, describing over again the gory 

marvels they would do if ever that madman ventured to cross 

their path" (I, 47). And they exhibit a childishly ideal

istic view-point which admits no possibility of corruption 

or decei t: "In their far-off splendor they [the great 

French general~ rose upon our imaginations dim and huge 

it was a fearful thing to hear them spoken of as if they 

were mere men" (I, 55). Their actions occur as much from 

individual determination as from ~llegorical control: Joan 

sees the hunger of the "ragged road-straggler" and responds 

oath f~om human mercy and an allegorical role of Innocenti 

~e Conte accepts the inv{tation to battle as much from boyish 

enthusi2sm &5 ~Lom his allegorical role as Innocent hero. 

Th8 second genre-type ,identifiable in Joan of ~ is 

~~e epic. In the epic ~ode the Battle sequences of Book II 

~0rtray the :ceal in control of the actions and in so doing 

c:eate a con£~ict of seemingly cosmic proportions. Similar 
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to other epic heroes, Joan of Arc is the impetus for her 

soldiers. When she is in command, they are victorious and 

brave, deriving their ability from her: 

. when we approached the French were getting 
whipped and were falling back. But when Joan came 
charging 'through the disorder with her banner dis
played, crying 'Forward, men--follow me!' there was 
a change; the French turned about and surged for
ward like a solid wave of the sea, and swept the 
English before them, hacking and slashing 

(I, 236) 

However, alone, they falter and retreat, for apart from the 

power of the Ideal, they are only men: 

Joan lay on the grass, weak and suffering, hour 
after hour, but still insisting that the fight 
go on. Which it did, but not to much purpose, for 
it was only under her eye that men were heroes and 
not afraid • . . Toward night Dunois ~he genera~ 
gave it up. (I, 266-267) 

Even the forces of nature are involved in the conflicts, 

exhibiting reactions appropriate to epic battles. Prior 

to the attack on Jargeau, the entire a'tmosphere is per

vaded by tension.: 

At eight o'clock all movement ceased, and with it 
all sou~ds, all noise. A mute expectancy reigned 

. ~h2~e was no air stirring. The flags on the 
towers and ramparts hung straight down like tas
sel.s. (II 304) 

~hroughout this segment Joan is portrayed as a glorious force 

in shining white armor. She leads her army to victory upon 

victory, yet she ,never exhibits cruelty or malice, being 

always merciful and regretting even the deaths of her ene

nies. 
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The third genre-type, satire, is portrayed in Joan of 

Arc through the relationship of the Translator to his text. 363 

Twain creates in Jean Francois Alden a nineteenth-century 

democrat who is confronted by the mystery of Joan of Arc and 

who fails to recognize, despite his modern intellect, the 

ultimate truth of that mystery. In the Translator's Preface 

he declares Joan to be a miracle, a wonder, a unique his

torical phenomenon. He views her in regard to her century 

and reflects that: II . her century was the brutalest, 

the wickedest, the rottenest in history since the darkest 

ages, we are lost in wonder at the.miracle of such a product 

from such a soil" (I, xi). His mistake, however, and the 

one which blinds him to the truth of Joan o~ Arc, is his 

363Twain seems to be using the techniques of modern 
narration discussed by Wayne C. Booth in The Rhetoric of 
Fiction, pp. 156-159: "... it is hardly surprising that 
modern authors have experimented with unreliable narrators 
whose characteristics change in the course of the works they 
narrate ... it was not until authors had discovered the 
full uses of the third~person reflector that they could ef
fectively show a narrator changing as he narrates . . . [? 
narrator is] reliable when he speaks for or acts in accord
ance with Ene norms of the work (which is to say the implied 
author's norms), unreliable when he does not ... Unreli
able narrators thus differ markedly depending on how far and 
in what direction they depart from their author's norms. 
All of them make stronger demands .on the reader's powers of 
inferer.ce than do reliable narrators. II According to this 
discussion, Twain (the implied author) uses Alden as an un
reliable narrator-reflector against which he places de Conte 
the elder (the reliable narrator) who is in turn a reflector 
for his own, unreliable, younger self. This reading of 
T"7ain's work maybe compared with Booth's reading of James's 
~~rn of the Screw and Joyce's Portrait of the Artist as a 
YOUilgM"an=- . - -
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assumption that his age is better than hers was: " 

judged by the standards of today, there is probably no illus

trious man of four or five centuries ago whose character 

could meet the test at all points" (I, xi). His belief in 

moral progress is satirized by Twain, who had long been con

vinced that the human race was "damned." 

The primary difference between Alden and de Conte lies 

in their attitudes and philosophies. The former, Alden, from 

his Preface and History, may be identified as a modern demo

crat, the latter, from instances in the text, may be identi

fied as a medieval aristocrat. Together, they observe the 

story of Joan of Arc but only de Conte, through an allegori

cal perception, goes beyond observation to understanding. 

Sone of the contradictions in the text may be explained as 

being the result of a nineteenth-century mind injecting its 

o?inions and values into a medieval narrative. For example, 

de Conte is a faithful Catholic and when confronted by the 

mystery of St. Michael's Visitation, places his faith in the 

ritual of the Church rather than in his own sensory percep

tion: 

I carved a mark in the bark of a tree, saying to my
self, it may be that I am dreaming and have not seen 
this vision at all. I will come again, when I know 
that I am awake and see if this mark is still here 
... I heard my name called ... I said to myself, 
it is part of the dream ... the fairies have done 
this. So I crossed myself 'and pronounced the name of 
God, to break the enchantment. I knew I was awake 
now . . . for no spell can withstand this exorcism. 

(I, 40) 
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He is also capable of saying: 

When I was fourteen and we had three Popes at once, 
nobody in Domremy was worried about how to choose 
among them--the Pope of Rome was the right one, a 
Pope outside of Rome was no Pope at all . (I, 6) 

From this evidence, it seems unlikely that de Conte should 

also make the following statement concerning the Church 

fathers at the Inquisition of Poitiers: 

Instead of setting a military commission to find out 
if this valorous little soldier could win victories 
they set a company of holy hair-splitters and phrase
mongers to work to find out if the soldier was sound 
in her piety and had no doctrinal leaks. The rats 
were devouring the house, but instead of examining 
the cat's teeth and 'claws, they only concerned them
selves to find out if it was a holy cat. •. (I, 160) 

Further, de Conte is aware of the actual meaning of the 

death of Joan--"Yes, she is·gone from us--Joan of· Arc. What 

little words they are, to tell of a rich world made empty 

and poor~" (II, 282), but Alden ends his translation with 

the evaluation of Joan as: 

. the Gen~us of Patriotism--she was Patriotism 
embodied,' concreted, made flesh, and palpable to the 
touch, visible to the eye ... shall not this and 
no other, stand for Patriotism through all the ages 
until time shall end? (II, 287-288) 

~his evaluation seems to belong to Alden, first, because 

0= the emphasis, characteristic of the nineteenth century, 

placed on the empirical nature of the understanding of 

..J'oan-as-Patriotism, "concreted ... palpable to the touch, 

visible to the eye;" ~nd second, because the sentiment ex

pressed, Patriotism,. was largely unknown during the fifteenth 
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century (a fact Twain would have known, due to his extensive 

scholarship in the period). Patriotism, as such, arose 

primarily out of the nationalism of the late Renaissance and 

at its peak, permeated the nineteenth century which used it 

as an excuse for wars of conquest and acts of aggression and 

oppression (both of which Twain strongly criticized in such 

works as "War Prayer" and "To the Person Sitting in 

Darkness") .364 

The final illustration of the differences between 

Alden and de Conte which serves to substantiate the premise 

that the translator does act as a separate persona in Joan 

of Arc exists in the translator's use of footnotes. In 

several places Alden footnotes material in de Conte's text 

with information that the latter could not have been aware 

of, placing the material in an ironic light and, in addition, 

including his own personal commentary. For e~ample, de 

Conte is telling of the promise of the King to exempt Domremy 

from taxes at Joan's request, "Yes, the promise has been 

kept, it will be kept always; 'forever' was the King's word," 

but the "King's word" loses its impact, as does de Conte's 

364Leary, op.cit., p. 19. Twain expressed his opin
ion of patriotismthuS:- "He Man is the only one that 
gathers his brethern around him and goes forth in cold blood 
and with calm pulse to exterminate his kind ... Man is the 
only slave • . . Man ~s the only Patriot . . . He is the 
only animal that loves his neighbor as himself and cuts his 
thrqat if his theology isn't straight." 
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authority, when Alden notes that: 

. the overconfident octogenarian's prophecy 
failed. During the tumult of the French Revolution 
the promise was forgotten and the grace withdrawn 

. France owes Domremy a hundred years of taxes, 
and could hardly find a citizen within her borders 
who would vote against the payment of the debt. 

(II, 52) 

This opinion expresses a belief in moral progress made by 

Alden's century, but completely disregards the materialism 

of that same century which would strongly object to reim

bursing Domremy with a hundred years' back taxes. 

The second instance of the discrepancy between de 

Conte's narrative opinions and the translator's footnote 

material exists in de Conte'~ belief that Joan's Standard 

will be "sacredly guarded by French love, a thousand years 

:::rom now--yes, as long as any shred of it hangs together," 

and Alden's account of its destruction by a mob during the 

Revolution, along with the destruction of everything Joan 

of Arc was known to have touched, except some state papers-

even a hair from her head had been stolen, but Alden has 

his faith that the "vanda"l relic-hunter" has not destroyed 

:'..t: "Doubtless it still exists', but only the theif knows 

where" (II, Ill). Finally, de Conte's opinion that Joan's 

prison was bt:ilt of the "thickest and solidest masonry," 

virtually indestructable, is discounted by Alden's footnote 

informing the reader that "The lower half of it remains 

to-d~y, j~st as it was then; the upper half is of 
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date" (II, 223). Ironically, Alden's belief in moral prog

ress is discounted by his own evidence that the prison, far 

from having become obsolete, has been repaired~ 

Thus, many of the contradictions in the work which 

have been considered artistic flaws resulting from Twain's 

inability to understand Joan of A~c and his desire, at the 

same time, to believe in her, can be explained through this 

three-dimensional narrative approach. It is the Persona, 

Jean Alden, speaking as a nineteenth-century democrat, who 

cannot comprehend the mystery of Joan of Arc that the medie

val French aristocrat, de Conte, has come to understand. 

Joan of Arc may then be considered as modern literary alle

gory since it demonstrates a basic synthesis of dualities 

and exhibits evidence of an organic, dynamic, and generically 

flexible nature. Additional support for. an allegorical read

ing of Joan of Arc may be found in an examination of its 

form in terms of allegorical structure and verbal modes. 

Structurally, Joan of Arc may be considered an alle

gorical Dream-Vision presented as both an Extended 

Recollection (de Conte) and Imaginative Projection (Alden). 

The time element is distorted in the three books which can 

be identified as de Conte's narrative by the device of the 

extended recollection. The narrative exists only in de 

Conte's memory and is removed from the actual moment of 

occurence by a span of sixty years. 
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The central, dramatic action is the Dream-Vision 

Ordeal of initiation for bOth the young and the old Louis de 

Conte, the young French aristocrat, who fulfills the criteria 

for the innocent hero, characteristic of Twain's fiction and 

ili~erican allegorical literature. He is alone and comes to 

Domremy, by chance, as a child: 

I was all alone, except for the company of the dead 
and the wounded, for the rest had taken flight and 
hidden themselves. I was sent to Domremy to the 
priest, whose housekeeper became a loving mother to 
me. (I, 5) 

He is a child, like the other children, "of a good heart," 

and pass i ve with regard to the adult community. .His early 

life is spent in the pastoral surroundings of Domremy, but 

later, he journeys away to witness the war and the tragedy 

of Joan's death. He is innocent enough to hope until the 

end. Just as Huck kept trying to reconcile his natural 

instincts to free Jim with his social desire to "do the 

right t.hing" and return the slave to its owner, so young 

de Conte fights to retain his innocent belief in society-

the King and Joan's friends--while gradually becoming aware 

that society is nothing to believe in. His innocence, per

sonified in Joan of Arc, is literally and symbolically 

destroyed by a morally corrupt society. 

Old de Conte undergoes a similar initiation by recall

ing the ordeal of his ,youth and recognizing not only that 

Joan of Arc from Domremy had been destroyed, and with her 
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his own youthful innocence, but also that Innocence itself, 

personified by Joan of Are, cannot exist as an active force 

in a world that is morally corrupt. Joan takes on a cosmic 

aspect for the old de Conte, embodying not only moral and 

spiritual perfection, but a natural perfection which makes 

her a nature-goddess: she becomes a "child of the sun," a 

life force, controlling others by virtue of her own native 

power. 365 When she is. destroyed, both young and old de Conte 

are aware that "she is gone from us: Joan of Arc" (II, 282) 

The technique of the Imaginative Projection in the 

translation by Jean Alden is suggested in the title of the 

work: "freely translated from the ancient French into the 

Modern English." A free translation allows Alden to inject 

the "added particulars CWhich.J depend for credit upon his 
; 

own word alone" ("A Peculiarity of Joan's History" by the 

Translator, I, xvi). His own words do identify the lIadded 

particulars"--the contradictory material which is the result 

of opinions and beliefs of an era four hundred years removed 

from de Conte and Joan of Arc. 

The time element of the Imaginative Projection is 

distorted through this time~span of four hundred years and 

is suggested by Alden's attempt to translate what is ancient 

365Roger B. Salomon, "Escape from History: Mark 
Twain's Jo&n of Are," Philological Quarterly, XL (January, 
1961), l~ 
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into what is modern, and wha~ was French into what is English. 

Two separat~ times, places, and psychologies are involved in 

such an attempt" and Alden is not aware of their fundamental 

differences. Because he is unaware of ,the significance of 

his text--that it is the allegorical Death of Innocence as 

perceived and'portrayed by Sieur Louis, de Conte--Alden fails 

366to realize and recognize the truth which de Conte has seen. 

This failure is evidenced both by his continuing belief in 

,moral progress and by his perception of Joan of Arc as 

"Patriotism. " 

The setting in de Conte's narrative further serves to 

place the action in an all~gorical framework. Domremy is 

situated on a hill in a Delectable Land, flanked by a meadow 

and overlooked by a·forest. The town itself, however, is 

dark and squalid: 

Our Domremy was like any other humble littl.e hamlet 
of that remote time and region. It was a maze of 
crooked, narrow lanes and alleys shaded and shel
tered by the overhanging thatch roofs of the barn
like houses. The houses were dimly lighted by 
wooden-shuttered windows--that is, holes in the 
walls which served for windows. The floors were of 
dirt, and there was very little furniture . 
The situation was beautiful. From one edge of the 
village a flowery plain extended in a wide sweep 
to the river--the Meuse; from the rear edge of 

366It may be noted here that the initials of the nar
rator, Sieur Louis de Conte, S. L. C., are "incidentally" 
the same as those of the author, Samuel Langhorne Clemens, 

,and that Jean Alden--"speak for yourself, John Alden,"-

ironically speaks, 'not for himself, but for someone he can

not understand.
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the village a grassy slope rose gradually, and 
at the top was the great oak forest--a forest 
that was deep and gloomy and dense. .. (I, 7) 

In the countryside, the children learn the mystery of the 

fairies and the song of the Fairy Tree of Bourlemont; in 

Domremy, they learn to admire the legendary French generals 

and to obey the King and the Church. 

The world of moral corruption outside Domremy is. 

characterized by an ironic relationship·between appearances 

and reality: a King who is not a King (but rather, as only 

Joan recognizes, a Dauphin), soldiers who will oppose their 

own generals with more force than their "enemies," and fin

ally, "annointed servants· of the merciful Jesus" who torment 

and destroy a nineteen-year-old girl solely for their own 

gain. 

The most significant aspect of the setting, however, 

l3 its backdrop: The Hundred Years War. The eternal quality 

of this war, during which several generations were born, 

lived, and died, provides it with the symbolic aspect of the 

continual moral warfare which forms the background for human 

existence. 

The hero of the narrative, the innocent-initiate de 

Conte, is recognizable from the beginning through the Dream-

Vision device of the Talisman. De Conte's Talisman, his pen, 

irrunediately marks him and sets him apart from the other 

children by his ability to read. and write. His pen serves 
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Joan in her war efforts and finally sets down the records of 

her trial. When de Conte finally realizes that Joan is to 

die, he breaks his pen, the talisman and symbol of his role 

as the innocent he~o: "For the pen that had served Joan .of 

Arc could not serve any that would come after her in this 

earth without abasement" (II, 269). 

Related to the talisman is the threshold symbol or 

emblem which in Joan of Arc is the Fairy Tree. The Tree is 

a source of life, for the vision of it portends approaching 

death followed by and entry into Paradise. The Tree occurs 

in the Domremy segment and recurs throughout the narrative, 

reminding Joan and de Conte of both the past and the future. 

Its final form, the stake, brings Joan the fulfillment of 

the promise of Paradise, but, ironically, leaves de Conte no 

hope for the futu~e. 

Thus, Joan of Arc exhibits the structural character

istics which denote allegorical fiction: particularly the 

Dream-Vision devices of Time and Space minipulation, the 

Ordeal of Initiation, the Talisman, and the Threshold Symbol. 

Further examination reveals a pattern of verbal modes-

analogy and irony--also characteristic of allegory. 

The first allegorical verbal mode may be found in the 

parallel between natural events and those within the narra

tive. The birds, natural creatures of innocence, recognize 

the divine messenger, St. Michael, as does Joan, like-wise 
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a natural creature of innocence; the rain falls "calm and 

serene" on the night that Joan, sees the "Tree," a vision 

which brings serenity.and peace to her soul, and on the day 

she is first sentenced, the weather reflects the atmosphere 

surrounding the action: 

The mob was getting impatient. It .was beginning to 
put on a threatening aspect; it was tired of stand
ing, tired of the scorch~ng heat; and the thurider 
was coming nearer, the lightning was flashing brigh
ter. (II, 249) 

Second, the analogy through the relationship of the 

action to an extrafictional event is apparent in the parallels 

between the lives 'of Christ and Joan: the Child in the Temple 

and Joan at Poitiers; the Triumphal Entry.into Jerusalem and 

Joan's entry into Orleans; the desertion of the Disciples and 

the desertion of Joan's friends (with notable exceptions in 

each case: St. John, and de Conte, both of whom received 

revelations); and finally, the Passion and Crucifixion, and 

Joan's trial and execution. However, Joan was completely 

destroyed and could only be resurrected in the mind. 

Finally, the analogical "accidents" or coincidences 

which motivate both the literal and symbolic narratives are 

apparent in de Conte's chance witnessing of the Visitation 

of St. Michael which at once admitted him to secret knowledge 

and allowed him, as narrator~ the authority of an eye

witness. This accident occurs in the beginning of the nar

rative, and another accident involving de Conte occurs near 
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the end. De Conte "happens" to be chosen, by virtue of his 

talismanic ability to write, to witness and record the pro

ceedings of Jban's trial, thereby allowing him the advantage 

of further first-hand knowledge and a continuity of narrative 

insight arising from familiarity with Joan's entire history. 

The second verbal characteristic of modern allegory, 

irony, pervades the narrative through the device of the old 

narrator/young participant dichotomy. From his perspective 

in time, de Conte can make. statements concerning his own 

naivete, while at the same time, exhibiting that naivete in 

his actions as the young innocent hero. When the young de 

Conte witnesses the desecration of a corpse and accepts such 

actions as appropriate to war, the old de Conte adds, from 

his knowledge of many years as a soldier, that "soldiering 

makes few saints" (II, 37). Later, as the young de Conte 

clings to the hope of Joap's eventual rescue, the old de 

Conte sees this hope as a phenomenon of innocent youth: 

Our minds were full of our splendid dream of France 
aroused ... Rouen in ashes, and Joan free. Our 
imagination was on fire; we were delirious with 
pride and joy. For we were very young, as I have 
said. (II, 258) 

The appearance seen by the young de Conte and the reality 

seen by the old de Conte form the basic irony of the narra

tive. 

The form of Joan of Arc demonstrates the verbal modes 

of irony and analogy and the structural elements of the 
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Dream-Vision, the Ordeal, the Talisman, and the Threshold 

Symbol. Coupled with the evidence of a basic allegorical 

nature, these characteristics justify an interpretation of 

the work as a modern, literary allegory in the American 

tradition. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

This study has attempted to approach the structural 

and thematic problems in Mark Twain's Personal Recollections 

of Joan of Arc by interpretying the work in terms of allegory. 

In order to begin the study, it was first necessary to recon

sider and redefine allegory as a viaple literary mode suit 

able for modern literature. 

Allegory has been defined as being both a method of
 

thought and a method of expression, and, as the latter,
 

. demonstrates, in modern allegorical fiction, specific identi 

fiable characteristics. Among these characteristics are a 

basic synthesis of dualities, an organic, dynamic, and gener

ically flexible nature, and a textual form which incorporates 

the Dream-Vision devices of structure with the verbal modes' 

of analogy and irony. 

Further, this definition of allegory, when modified 

with the concept of the Ameriqan myth of the New World Garden 

and attendant New American Adam and applied to several works 

of early American fiction, su~gests the presence of a well 

established tradition of American allegory. The works of 

Hawthorne and Melville seem to support the existence of this 
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American allegorical tradition and provide a foundation for 

the supposition that Mark Twain wrote within an established 

allegorical tradition. 

By considering Mark Twain's tendency toward paradox 

and duality, his conscious literary craftsmanship, and his 

insistence that literature should incorporate a moral les

son, it becomes apparent that he was capable of writing in 

the allegorical mode. Further, by demonstrating that several 

of his major works exhibit elements of modern literary alle

gory in the American tradition, it may be implied that Joan 

of Arc also exhibits these same characteristics. 

Joan of Arc seems to be the most artistically complete 

example of Twain's use of the allegorical mode. It manifests 

the synthesis of dualities necessary for allegorical fiction, 

and it exhibits an organic, dynamic, and flexible nature. 

Its form, also, is allegorical, demonstrating the structural 

devices of the Dream-Vision (Time/Space manipulation, ordeal, 

talisman, and threshold symbol) and the verbal modes of anal

ogy and irony. Controlling the allegory is the three-

dimensional narrative device of the unreliable narrator-

reflector (Jean Alden)" the reliable narrator (de COnte the 

elder), and the unreliable innocent hero (de Conte, the 

younger). This technique creates within the allegory a 

double theme: that Innocence is impossible in a morally 

corrupt world, and that contemporary man (Alden) is blind to 

this tragic reality. 
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When considered as an allegorical portrayal of the 

death of Innocence, Joan of Arc occuptes a significant posi- --'

tion in relation to both Twain's works and later American 

literature. The logical sequel to the death of Innocence is 

the negation of moral and spiritual existence, followed by 

the negation of literal existence. This negation is expressed' 

by Twain in the work 'which followed .~ of Arc, The 

Mysterious Stranger, and is also expressed in the moral and 

spiritual "wasteland" of later American fiction. 
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